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Chapter 25

STATISTICS°

5-t. Introduction
,

We often must deal with a list of. numbe;s:, scores :fin a-boWling match,
.

Ihe number of inches annual rainf

different employees of a company,

all in San Francisco, the. wages paid the

tle numbdr of TV sets sold in afodepartment

store each month, .and so on. What

to draW conclusions just by looking

true if the list is a long one. We

whole.

It,is

number line.

one another.

can we do with these numbers? It is hard

at the numbers. This is. particularly

needAsome way to see the situation as, a

C7-7

often helpful tolhow the \Position- of the numbera_along the

When there are repetitions we can pile thtipoints or dot_sabove-

The result' is called a dot frequAcy diagram. - '

Y.

0

is Figure 1 -is a dot

Figure 1.

->

30 4

frecivencY,diagram for 0, 1, 2, 2-, 2, 3, 3, . y.

TO illustrate. the' u\se of such a diagram, suPPose Hat'a man,usCTiPt has

. . . .

just beep discovered. It is. srOected that it was written by Sir Christopher.

Wren, the architect of St. Paul2C2 Cathedral, (16632-1(23).: In .the attempt. to

decide-whether this ,Cionjecture is correct, 'a caeful study ii:s anadepf the

style of the manuscript so that it can 'be compa d with the known writing
.4

of Wren., One obvious thing to "stuck/ ;is the `le of the words used. Some

authors tend to use many long words'. Others are lore spring in their uses.
.7:

To show how a study Of word length can ee carried' out, we have chosen at

random a page in a book- and 'made the following tally of the number o?.
A 6...E

...-....,

letters (694) in'.the fit 140-worda.
. \i: ..

L °

°vs



Number of 'letters

1

2

3.

)4,

5

6

8

9

IA.

Tally

I

.11-4

10

11

7

13 I I

14

15

Table 1

.

.

Frequvcr Totals

1

20 40

27 81

25 100

17 85

l7 90

iy. 98

10 8o

5. 45

-7*
1 10

11

12

2 26

0 -4

14o 694

The results of this tal\y are given in the frequency caalLn of ,Table 1. The

last column of this table gives the total number 9f letters in all the -words,

of a:given length. For example, for words qr 5 let

17, and consequently there are 5 X 1:7= 85 letters.

b

1

,
.F 7
25

17

15

.

'6 7

Figure 2 ,.

.freqtacy is

9 10 11 12 13



Figure 2 shows hoiLthese numbers appear on the number :Linn. In cases

where there would'be many dots above a numeral, we have simplified the

picture by running the dots together so that the number of occurrences

(the frequency)becomes the ordinate of the toptOst,eot.
/

The numbers have a tendency to clus er.about'a central value.- In
.

practice.there are three different ways that are used to determine the center.

(1) The mode is the most fashionable value, the one that has, the

highest frequency. Inour-exampl%ie mode is 3 since its,

frequendy (27) is the highest:

The median is 'the middle number in a listing in order of size.

If the number of items is even there are two candidates for the ;'

rElpdle. In this case we choose the Smaller. In our example,

then,-we locatethe 70th number which is 4.

The mean-or average is the total number of letters divided by

the number of words. In our example, 694 .divided by 140 is

4.96. The total number of letters is obtained by adding the.

subtotals in the la' t column of the table.

(2)

We notice that the mode and-the median are necessarily whole,numbersj

--but that the mean need not be

Each meas re of central. tendency is useful for certain'purposes.

However, we shat deal almost,dexclusively with the mean since the mathematics

.

is.so much more ,atisfactory. .In'the,exercises you will discover certain

properties of the mo4e, median, and mean.'

4

Exercises 25 -1
k?.

thete that you have. written for English of-Hidtory,makea,tally,

of the number of 1,mrdsof different lengths froVamong the first. 200

words. Construct a dot frequency diagram.. Find the Mode;' median,
r

and mean.

2. (a) Which of the measures of central tendancy is certain to change.,

if one of the numbers is changed?'

.(b) Show that the other measures'need not change.

3.. Give an example to show that there could be two or more equally popu.--*

lar'numbers in a list. In this case it is, usually reed that the'

set of numbers does not have a mode.. Could a set pi' numbers have two

medians? to means? .

a .



4. In a certain small town, there are. 1001 persons with, incomes: one

with an income of li2,000,000 a year and 1000 wage earners, each.'

with an annual income of 6,000: What is the mode? the median?

the 'Mean? If you were th'nking of moving to this town, which of these

D

5.

6.

threemeasures woulS'y prefer to know?

Which of the.three measures of central tendency can be found without

arranging the numbers in order or finding the frequencies?

If you add a single.numberf'.a to a list of n numbers, what is the

greatest possible effect on the mode? on'the median? on the mean?

Illustrate your conclusions.

k.

. .

7.. For each member of your class list the number otyomplete months that

huge passed since his or her last birthday: Make a dot frequency

diagram. Find the mode) median, and mean-for the numbers of months:

Save your data for use in the next sect'ion.. r'

. List the weightscof the membe f your class to the nearest pound.

Make a dot frequency diagram Find the mode, median, and mSan.
P

01.

0

ti

O

Si,
fr

SS .



25-2. Cumulative Frequency

--,Let us turn back to the data-on word length presented in the

section and consider another way of picturing these data. For convenience

we copy the frequencies from the table obtained from the tally.

Number of Letters in Word

5

'6

7

8

9,

.10

11

12

13

15

Frequency Cumulative Frequency

1 1 1

20 21

27 48'

\ 25 73

17 90

15 105

14 *- 119

10 129

5 134

.135

- 136

1 137

2 139

1 140

`We have added a third column headed Cumulative FreqUency. To find

an ry 2n thiS ?column we add to the entry above i-Cthd'frequencylisted on

the sEiMe4line. For e?cample, on line 7,Ahe entry is 105 4-14 = 119.
e

ow for the new picture. We locate the points (x,y) where x is

a number in the first column.and y is the corresponding- cumulative frequency'

d in column lehree. (See Figure 3J

5



Y

140.

P

100

12b '

100.

80.

6o-

40%25

5

74,

20.

o , 6.

Figure 3

10 11 12 13 '14 15
X

For greater clarity we draw vertical lines to -represent the ordinates of these

points.

. Let us draw a horizontal line through the midpoint M of the interval

[0,140,],.on the Y-axis and find'its first intersection with an ordinate.

This occurs at x = 4 which is the,median of our set>of numbers. The

interval [0,4] on the X-axis .contains all .the points whose ordinate

is in the interval [0,70]' on the .Y -axis and the interval [4,15] on

y

the X-axis. ntains all the points whose ordinate 'lies in the _interval

[70,140] On th

Often the entire cumulative, frequency nterval divided into

equal subintervals.. In our example, these intervals. are [0,37],

[70,105], and [105,140].

are [0,3], [3,4], [4,61,

The co,ireuonding intervals on-the

and [6,15].

lower quartile and 6, is) called(the

Sometimes even finer divisions

The number

upper quartile.

four

[37,70],

X -axis

3 is called the

4%."

are,used. This is-done by dividinirthe

total cumulative frequency interval into 100

new scale cm.the Y-axis with 100 opposite

the total frequency .(14.0) directly.

-Let a hy'rizontal line segment be drawn

equal parts. 4 If we mark a

140 we canread percents of
I

4

on Figure 3 from the point

marked P percent to'its intersection with the first. ordinate encountered.

The correspOndi g abscissa x is called the Pth percentile., ThuS the

6
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median is the 50th percentile and the lower and upper quartiles'aret 25th

and 75th percentiles respectively. The 10th percentile is -1. The 90t

0
percentile corresponds to ag cumulative frequency of l40 = 126.

100 -

is therefore 8.
,

Exercises 25-2

1. For the exampl in the text, find the 30th percentile; the 80th percen-

4 tile, and the th percentile,,

2. In the example in the text, show that the 110th percentile and the 50th

percentile are the sate..

3 Use the data- collected in problem 7 of Exercises 2- -1. to construct a

table of cumulative frequencies and to draw a cumulative frequency

djugrat.

4. .

From the results. of Exercise 3, find thAmedian, the lower quartile,
- --

the upper quartile, and the 60th percentile.

5. Find the lower quartile, median, and upper quartile for problem 4 o.-0

the previous section.
%.

25 -3. TheUseS of Statistics

We 'Atarted our discussion of word length with an imaginary discovery

of a manuscript which was thought to berritten by Sir Christopher Wren.

The pattern of word length might be one piece .o:' evidence. Of .course, we

would hope fo somethinghetter, 1 ike -a re Terence to some event that only

he would have been likely to know.

However, sticking to the word length study, questions arise about

reliability or a 'sample of this sot. hat, is, i we 'assume that the docu-

ment was written by Wren, how likely
,

would resemble sitilar samples taken from Wren2s known writings? If it were

is it that this .sample or 1210 .wo..los

not written by him, how much agreement could be expected? We would expect

that the reliability of a samPle would increase. with its size so if we
.

knew, the patterp o,17 a 10,000 word sample we would have more conrIlenCe.

than ifi we had to reason from a rather small one. So sample size is surely.

.
.

imiibrtanta



Th
ThepToblem of sampling is a central one.in the study of statistics.

Its importance is -rather obvious. Mhgn we wish to'predict the results of an

election, we take a poll of the opinions of a reletiyely, small sample of the4

population. ¶1 poll the whole population would be frightfully expensive. If/

we wish to t t a new drug, we try.it out on a, sufficiently large,sampte of .-
..

patients to draw what we hope are `valid conclusion . What determines the

Lr"'sreliability of a sample? We shall have something ay about this question
.

: - ,

toward the end of the chapter. ,BefOre we can do this we must learn to

describe any set Of numbers which might represent a sample. We shall learn

to do this in the next few sections. C----

We shall first learn more about the average or n of a,set of numbers..,

Then we shalt learn how to measure the extent to wlich set of numbers, is
, .

scattered. about its mean as-a.center. It is very remarkable that a list of

numbers, even a long list, can be rather well described by using only two

numbers: one a measure of central tendency; the other-a measure of sbattet..s.,

Hereafter w2 shall ha've nothing more to say about the mode or the

median as a measure of central tendency. -We shall use for this purpose only,

mean (or average).

Exercises p5-3

(One third of the'class should do Exercise 1,

a second third Exercise 2, and the remaining

third Exercise 3. 'Everyone should do Exercise y.)

Select any book of 'a general or popular nature. Turn to a page at

random and Make' a tally-of the 'number of letters.in the first 100

words. Find the average-or metan word length., Repeat this experiment lap

for four other pages in the same book. Compute the averages of your

samples.

2. Select a child's book, Proceed, as in Exercise 1.

3. Select a technical book. Proceed as in Exercise 1.

Discuss a number of practical situations in whidh it is important to
,

use the results of a sample to draw conclUSions.about a population.
,

The word pepulation" is used here to stand for any set of numbers

from which the 'sample is chosen. The numbers need not be numbers of .

people. -

12



2-4. Averages,

SUppOSe,that a student makes the follOwing five bow *ng scores:

130,.120, 135, 145, 140.'
, .

What single number best respresents his performance? The usual 'answer ,is

the average of these five numbers, that.is
.5.

130 + 120 + 135 + 145 + 140 . 67o ,

5
. 134,

.

5
., .

. .

,

.

.

-insteadofthe 1.rod average m'e'qten use the teen ithmetic manAr simply

.
.

the: wOrd mean;
.

.

s,

In general,: if we have n numbers

xl; x2
3', 1. , x

n

their average ;x,,.pronounced' "x bar," is simply

. ' x
1

+ x
2

+ ....+ x
n

x
n.

.

-The average gives' equal importance to each of the numbers in the list.

To find the average we merely add these numbers and divide by the number of

items. This is a very simple process. Nevertheless a carefUlatudy of the

jroperties of the average leads to remarkable result's, as we shall see. But

this, is typical of mathematics where thinkittg so'often pays very large.divi-

.
dends.

To begin with, we remark that it is not necessary that the numbers.

xl, .x2, ; xn be all different from each other. For example, the

average of

is

0, 8 , 90, 100

80 + 8o 90 ioo 350

4 7 4

In the extreme case, all n numbers may be the same. The average of

15, 15, 15, 15, 15

is of course 15; and the average of any number. n of equal items c' is

just
n terms

c + c + c + + c nc

9



Another obvious remark is that if.any of the numbers is replaced by a
.

larger one the average be increased. Repeated use Of this principle

shows that x isless than the largest number in th e list.
ti
For example) in the list (x1.,.2')(2, x3, x4) = (3, 1, 5, 2) if

we replace 1 by ,5, the.largest number, we get the new list

(3, 5, 5, .2) whose average is larger than the original one. If wenow

replace 3 by 5 and
.
2 by 5, we obtain the list (5, 5, 5, 5)

wh e average is certainly 5. We conclUde that the original x

More generally, let M (for maximum) .te the largest number in the

list.. Let x be anSr.smaller number. If we- replace x by M, the - verage

will be increased. If we. repeat this prodoss for each x Iess than

we Will finish with n equal numbers M... Their average is M. S nce

at each step we increased the average, the result M is bigger tha the.

original x. (0f: bourse if all of the numbers are equal to begin ith, any

one of them can-be called M and .x = M. )

It is equally clear that if any entry is replaced by a s ler number,

the average will be decreased; and consequently x is greater an .m (for

minimum), the smallest number in the list. Thus.

m < x < M.

If we wish to include thQ possibility thatall'the

we have

given numbers are equal,

m < x <M

Where the equal signs can he used.only when. .m = M.

.

.Let'us return to the problem with which we began. You will 'remember

that the average of 130, 120) 135, 145, 140 tarried out to be 134.

We nowintroce an idea4Vi'lich often bi liCies the arithMetic. Let us

Consider the new 'list of. numbers

10, 0, 1.5, 27, 20

obtained by subtracting the smallest one (m .= 120) from each 'of the

original list. The new average is

10 + 15 + 25 + 20 .'70

5 5

If we add 14 to 120 we obtain 134, the average found before. Is

:this an accident?

10.



I./
Ins4, 47-

tead er subtr4ct1ing the smallest number m, let us subtract f30

fro each of' the original-numbere may think of 130 as a guess at the

req irei average. The new list is....,

\ < -10,' 5, 15, 10

20 0 . ..
.

whoa..e avexage.is 44Now 130e+ ..=' 13)f is the alir.6go of the original

list of numberS.

If we guess. 135. for the average and subtract this rrom each number.

1/"-In:ti-ie original list, we obtain theThamb6rs

-5, -15, 6, lo,'
= Then = 1-14

gP
whose average. is -is the actual average..

Let c be the numbec. which we subtract Lion each or thOse in' the lit.
.

'k
no-t04ce that the closer c is;to x, -the,smalleris the new average

to be obtained. The arithmetic to be performed is usually easier. Of course,

Dp.tative numbers may occur, but often they can be quickly.combined with posi-

tive;nuMbers.
t

. \ r
v

- Let us state the principle which seems to be behind these examples.

Let c, be any number. :If.we subtract .c from a number x, we obtain

x -c. . The average of -these. diminished numbers can be written (x c).

In our examples we have seen that

x = (x.

This equation is equivalent to .

( 1 ) (x - c) = x - c.

Can we. prove that (1) is a1 ways true?

What is (x c) ?. It is

But this is

c) + (x2 - ( xn

n

n co

+ c + + c
n

11

-



Exercises 25-40

We wish to average the following numbers'

8, .93, .1011. 110, 95..

(a). Do this, directly from the definition.

3

(b). Now'subtraCt a suitable number from each item

apply equation (1). Compare the' amount

be performed in the two cases.
;4

of the list

of aV:thmetit which must

and

2: U5e the method of this section to average

10.1, 10.3, 9.9, 10.8, 9..1--;

0

3. In the example in the text, suppose that we choose 134 to

subtract. What is tlfE:new list? What is the average of the new list?

Iv.
Iequation.(1),. let' c = X, the net I' average of the xts. What.

5.

- ??.)Compare your resul-t i Exercise 3.

Compare the average of (2, 6, 16, 8, 10) with the average of

(1, 3, 8,,4, 5). 4

Show that axrithat is,

ax, + ax2 + + axn

n
L.

is ahual to a

What is the avellge of the number of.spots on the faces.of a die (die

is:the singular of "dibe")?
6

4PWhat then.is the average of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 ?

8. Find the averag

of 100,: 200, 300, 400, 500, 600 ?

of .2, .3, .4, .5, .6,1,

10.01, 10.02, 10.03, 10.04,' 10.05, 10.06. -

9. List the dates of birth for themembers of your class. Find the

.

average year of bd.x. th as easily as you can.
)1

6

.

X10. idst the age in years for each member of your glass on his or.her

last birthday. Find.the.average age. If you'add this average age to

12

16.



) 4,

the answer of Exercise 9-willpou get. the present

.diffetence that you di,scover.

25-5: A Picture,of

ln,the number line. This

yep.r,? Explaina

o -

.
1

Let us represent the numbers X
°

1'
x2, 'Ad' xn

their average.

is done for 0, 1, 2,
.-3, 4,, 5 Figure 4.-

We have put an arrowhead

at the point x 2.5
to suggest 'a fialctum or

x2 .?'3 , x4 x5 x6 ''' ,....

1 .1 T. 14

4
! 1

. 6 .

' Cx = 2.5 . 4

a knife edge. In fact,
Figure 4

if we imagine that equal weights are placed at the given points, there wi 1

be a balance about ':-he ppoint x.

Another illustration

is shown in Figure 5..

In every case, the

fulcrum at. x lies between

the left-most point and the

right-most point.

We can see very eas34y^Trom the picture that the equation

(1) ra.
(x - c) = x - c

, 4
C.

is true. Suppose that a set of points balances about a fulcrum at x.

-3 -1 4

Figure 5

= 1

Now imagine that the coordina,te of each point is decreased by c' but the

points .remain unchanged position. The bar ±ill balance at the same place

as before. The bar neither knows' nor-cares how we name the points. Since

the point previously called x now has the new coordinate x - c,

41equation (1) -makes sense.

For example,) if we decrease each coordinate in Figure 5 by c = 2 we

obtain the numbgrs shosmAin the lower scale in Figure 6 and

(x - x 2 = 1 - 2 = -1.

%

13
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o..14coord.i,nates

4! -p -3, .
-1 2 3 new cooinates

We saw in Exercise' 6 that
Ito et

L

a4x = a

libw.`canwe picture this result ?. Simply in terms of a scale change! To 15e
, 1more definite, let .ate= 3. If we Oioose a new length unit which is 73- of

the rigina. l &wit
?

each point will receive a new coordinate 3 times as
..

lar as before. This will not change the position of the ,fulcrUm. ',Thgi
.s... _

point that was cared x is now called 37. Consequently A

' 11,

1

jx -,ix.

,

the average 'of (2,. 6, 7 17.).x. isis three times the average of-->`

7244`ti--),
2

-
0 1. X /.

3 3x, .

-*

1

, I

Zigure
( '

similar argument can be made or a dif4re.nt choice of a.-7

Suppose that we have b. lo.19g list of n to average, say the first
20 rimes.*..

7 7

3\
9

old scale

.new scale

2., 3, 5, 7, a3, 17, l9, 23, 29,
. 7 ./1

41,n 43, 47.,. 53, 59, 61, 67 71

It is easy to 'Tpake \a mistake in ,riding long :List of numbers. Instead. of
adding these .'hurnberS'sand dividing by 20, let us. take them in groups of 10.

1.29average or.the.fzirSt ten rit.mbers is 10 12. 9.

The remair1itz't60 numbers average,

No.

C-

510
10

= 51. -

1)1

8
1.



. .
Suppose now that .we average-these tiab mierages,

`. ,? 1
.12.9 + 51-. ' 69 31 . 952 .,.-,or

3.
-41,y2

%,

4.

..

Is this tkeSame as the average of the ,20 nurat'ers? ,Yes;--becaus,e

.%.
?

2 f 3.1-F

-

. .

,

-(- 29
. +

_

l -/).3(1 + .1. .+ ?.1_ ,;

. .
1.-". ( 2 4 7- + .......+ 29.+ 31. + 37 + + 71 )
2 10 ...

( 2 P 3 ± - 1 , -. i
20 '.

.. .7

'The argumerit'can be-made tore general.

,xi,+ x2.+ + xn
4

and

.then

x
n

+ Y2Y = n.

x
+ x

2
+ + xn + y +

2 2-n

which is the average of the 2n. .nuMbers obtained by putting the xls and

yIs y.together in a single lis4: .
important to remember that th.ntamber of xts is the' same as

the number"of If, for example, we''ta.ke.

3 ,

whose average is it e.nd'

whose average is .k, the average of -t-lie combined list

1,..e..
1 , 2, 3, 4, 5, .. 7 c -

17/

90

22 11
is. not -2

2
but = T The two lists do not contain the same

*i..

number of items!
4

The principle,that we have discovered may be given a slightly different

twist. Instead of writing

^-......_ x
1

+x2 + ... x
n

+ y
1

+
.± y-n. .

(1)
2_c_t_y.

2
- 2n

(
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MarTirite ci

T. + + x

J

n.

(x2", + Y2-) +

'%
The rig

..

t, side is the average o
.. .,- . -

t--"C---an natural_ly, beto a number

Hence e.,,,,,zo

.'"

t (2) x + y = x_ + le
. . / . .

/-/..
We ,,canusa'thik form (2C-of the prindie to find some other averages

rather easily.. * ) 1/4--\..

. For example, suppose that .weish to average monthly automobile ex-,

penses of 53 .20, ; 72 . 13 ; 38..42 ; $84.59 .; t27 . 62 over 'a, five-month
...

period. Let us think of 531 72 343, 84 27 as the xls and .20 ,4'
- -

.13, ..1i2 .5 .62 as the y S . Sifice

obtain

n

xn
4Z

e &Urns obtained by

written as. f x + y 1.

a4ding

,
*

a number

*
x + y = x 54.8 + .3§ = 55..19.

?. -
You Should' check this result by averaging the actual expenses.

However, if we do not require tdo great accuracy we can simply

calculate x, the average of the number of dollars and forget about y.

AOw much "error could be committed we did 'this? In the .given problem, the

average y cannot possibly. exceed . 62 , the. largest. item. In no case

could 'y exceed 1 .
consequently we would never be more than off.

1

Exercises 25-
.

.
1.

Illustrateon the number line that
'

(x - ) = x - -c

with xi
,

1, x2 = 2, x3 = 3 , x4 = 4 ,

2. Repeat Exercise 1 with c = 2 and c = 3.

3 Is it true that

and c = l

+ c) = c

whe're 9 is positive? Why? Interpret the result on the number line.

20



4. In showing gra the num line that "ax.= a x, we chose the positive

number a = 3. Is = (-1) x ?ikInterpret this. equatiOn on the

5 S eparate the list of 2 primes in this section into four lists of

five primes.each. F the average for each' set of five and'the
-1--

Neerage of these rages.. What conclusipn do yo14.draut
-

, .

. , .

.t

. Find the avera

50.03, 64.01; 39.06 and 17.10

by using the method of this section. Show how this result could be

estimated quip ly with eonsiderable'-accuracy.

7; In the city of oho-ti--Jere were two schools. In one schOol 80 percent

of,the stndents wsed a nationally set test. In Vie other school

90 percg:]t paSsed. It was argued that in 'the city 85 percent

"passed. IS'.-the argument valid one? Explain.

You have 10 numbers whose average is 35.5 and 4 numbers whos'e

average is 43, You have lost the original lists so that this is

all that.you know. What'is the average of the 14 items?

(Hint: What was the s m of the 1C numbers? The sum of the '4

numbers? of the 14 n leers?)

numbers with average ,x and another list

age y, what is the average z of the

numbers? (Hint: Generalize the method of

9. If we have a list of n

of m -n lurs with
lk( combined

Exercise 8.)

Answer:.

What is z if m = n ?

nx * vrgr

n- + m

10. Show that if you have a set of ..n numbers with average x, al add

a nnmbe equal to x,,- the n '\w average remains unchanged. Use the

result o Exercise 9. ,

17
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25-6. Equally Spaced Numbers

If'the numbers to be averaged are eqi.NTty spor2ed-,:t1cen arranged in or.de,r

of size, the. averaging process becomes muChmp.?..e] Le;t 0."?Irpee if we can

)-71/
discover this simpler way af finding i.heetvIrZge.

J l

Exercises 25-6a

(Class DiSCUsSion)

.

Suppose that we wiSh,to find the average or mean or,the numbers

17, 21, 25, 29, 33, 37, hl.

1.- What number. do you guess the AvereIge to be?
>Q.

2. 'Subtract your guess from each number io thb list and average the new

list.

3. .\ If you guesSedthe avemge.correctly what answer Aurd.yOU obtain

'for the new average found in'Eercide 2? If you did not get this

result, guess again.

A
-Where is the correct average located in the given list?

.5. If the given numbers are marked on the number line, where. is the point

x located?How can you find this point by using only. the positions,
of the first and last point?

Let f, be the firSt and 'I the. last -of any set of numbers which are

equally spaced when. arranged in orer. On the number _'.,,''where is

7: located in relation to f and .0
.

How does the distance. between x and 2'. compare with the distance

between f and

8. Express 7( 'in termSof. and. r.

.

If all wet well you should have found that
f +

so that ;
2

may be obtained !without using any of the numbers bet\een the first and the

last. How can tye be Sure that this conclusion is correct?

If we reliresent t:he'equally spaced nu rs by beads. on the number line,

it is clear that the -beads balance abOut'the midpoint of the interval

Each bead on the leftof.the midpoint is balanced by a bead at the

1
09,1fle distance op the right of the midpoint.

18 22



WeconClude that

and therefore

t

f +
x -

2

Th

We see that to average a set of equally spaced numbers it is sufficient

to average the first and the last.

A particular case of this short cut concerns the average of the first

n positive integers

1, 2, 3,

+ 1
The result is simply

n

2
We write

n + 1 1

6 2

(i stands for i/nteger.)

Exercises 25-6b

1. Locate the following numbers;Mn the number line

-5, -2, 1, 4, 7, 10.

(a) .Find x by the straight?rward method and by the short cut:

(b) ShOw on the figure how the points balance in pairs about the

point 7c.

(a) List the pairs of numbers which balance and show that their

average is x each case.

Repeat Exercise 1, using the numbers

7,T 12, 17, 22 ,' 27, 32, 37.

If i takes'on all values from 1 to n find 2i + 1 in two

different,ways: First, as a special case of,ah equally spaced set

of numbers; secondly, by using the value of i and the fact that

2i 4 1 = 2i + 1.

4. Show-that if .i takes on all values from 0 to n 1, then

n - 1.1-
2

5, ,-Show thait any list of 'n equally spaced nuMberscan be written

f; f + d, f 2d, f + id, f -1=:(n 1)d,

where d is the common difference and f + (n 1)d is the last

number, and that their. average is
f +

2

19



6._ When the famous mathematician GauSs (1777-1855) was only 10 years

old, his arithmetic clalk--11s set the pcoblem of adding somepini; like

8129, B149, , 10109. 74re were 100 equally spaced items.

The pupils' slates were laid on the:teacher's desk when they were

done. The teacher had barely finished stating the problem when Gauss

put his slate on the desk. When'the others had finished at the end

of the period, Gauss,' who had simply written the answer, was the only

one who was Correct. How did he get the answer so quickly? Witat was

his answer?

25 -7. On Averaging Squares

4,

Let us turn to a somewhat more difficult problem. What is the average

of the first n squares

1, 4, 9,

+ n
2

Could the answer be
1

2
? Let us test this guess with n = 2 and

n =-3. The 'correct averages are
".f

1 +4 4 5
and

1 + 4 ± 9 14

2 -2 3 3

With n = 2

1 n
2

- .1 + 4P_ is correct.
2 2'

However, with n = 3

1 +
2 2

gives an incorrect answer.

This result should not surprise us because the squares are not equally

,spaced. The syort cut is based on the idea that the numbers are equally.
r.

spaced.

Can we find .a correct formula for

+ 4 + 9 + + n
2

n

We can at least write down the correct averages for the first few

values of n and hope to discover a pattern.

20
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t
,

'For,n= 1, the d
1

verage.is 1. For n = 2 and m.=
I
.3, we haVe found

2 14 1 + 4 + 9 +.16
the. averages and For .n ----- 4 ,. we have

2 3. ' 4 4 2

+ 4 + 9 16 + 251
"and for n .= 5, 11.

.Let us make alittle table. In.the,first column.me give the value of n;

in -ere second, the average of the s)cplares of the first .n integer which we

write i2 (where i goes from 1 'to n ).

4'.

The pattern

n
.2

1.

4

5

2

14

3

2:2
2

11

is not obvious. However let us write a third column which gives
"-)

the averages ofthe first n integers (without squaring), that is,

1 + 2 + +..n

n
1 -

.2

?

1

'4

5

1

p2

14

3

2

11

2

2

2
2

3

.Which set of numbers increases most.rapidly,1 i2 or i? Clearly i
2

_ .

>_
can compare with i by dividing. If we do this, and write the 'results

in a fA

i
2

rth column, we can make a nice discovery. -

21
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.2

2

5

2

14 .

.3

15

2

11

2 .

3.

5

3

7.

3

11

3

/

Exercises 25-.7a

(Class Discussion).:
11.

By what should we replace 1 in the last cblumneto bring out the

/pattern? By what should we replace- 3?

2. What general rule includes all the items 'in the last colUmn? That

i2/is, how-Can
.2r

you express i in termf n?

3
2 7

Test your rule by finding i2, i and I / i for n = 6.

4. What is the general rule for i ?

5

.

Therefore,
2

.fore, what is the apparently correct rule for i2 ? Yclu should

0
find a -

.2 (n + T2n + 1)

1. Is i2 = (T)2 ?

2:

0

Exerises 25-7b

Find in succession

3 3 3
; 1 + 2 ;

13 + 23 + 33

.3
1-

+ 143

+ 2 3

+ 53

3 3
+ 3 ; + + 33 + 43;

and discover a general rule for

Hint: Compare these sums with 1 1 + 2 1 + 2 + 3 1 + 2 + 3 + , ,

1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5

22 .



In the Class Discussion.you discove-red the apparently correct rule for

.2 -12 + 22 +' 32 + n2
- . It is

n

(1)
.2 (n.+ 1)2n + 1) n +63n + 1

You have verified the correctness of this rule as far as n - 6.

This does not prove that the rule is correct for larger values of n..

Prove that'if the rule is 'correct for any particularinteger- n,

then it is correct for the next larger integer .n + 1.

Hints: .Given .(1), wha4e: 12 + 22 + + n2?
. )

Add (n + 1)2 this .result..

Show that

12 + 2'7 + + n2 +/n
n + 1

+ 212n +

which means that Equation (1) is correct when no is replaced
O

by n

J

Measure" of Scatter

Two lists of numbers Toa have the same average but otherwise be very

different. For example, suppose that bowling teams A, B and C. haye the

plloWing sets of scores:

. 135, .130, 130, .135, 120

B.. :110, - 125 , 130, 135, 150

C. .110 12j,' 140, 150

In, each case, .x,-
,

the average, is 130. .

On the number line we have the

following -pictures

B

op"

. 120 135

130

Ara
110, 7125' 135 150

130

0
110 125 140

134@

;

27
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f

It is clear that these pictures differ in the extent to which the points are

spread out. In. A the points are least spread out or scattergd. In' C the

points are most spread out. It is useful to have a measure of the amount of

this spread or scatter. as it is called. We may also think of this as a measure

of,the degree of consistency of the scores.

There are several ways to measure scatter. The crudest measure is the

range. This is the distance between the most widely separated points. In the r-

examples, the ranges are:

A : 15 '

*B : 40

C : 40

th B and C have the same range. Howeverythe scatter for C, is greater

than that for B. As a measure of scatter the range has the disadvantage

that it depends on only two of the numbers. iii
, \
If we subtractthe mean value or average, 130, from each of the lists,

we have the new lists:

.A. 5, 0, 0, 5, -10

B. -.20, 5, 0, 5, 20

C. ' -20, -5, -5, 10, 20

These numbers are called the deviations from the mean for A, B and C.

The better measures of scatter use all of the'deviations:

deviations we shall of course get 0.. For example, in A

+ 0 +'0 5.-1- (-10) 0 6.

.5 5

If we average the
,

Thiserage is therefore no measure of scatter. If, however, we average the

.absolute values of the:deviations we do get a measure of.scatter. We shall

call the absolute value of +i deviatidh its distance, since geontetrically it

represents the distance on the number line-between a given point and the

point x. We.shall tse d to represent the,average distance. The results

for our examples are:

distances (d) ay. dist. Gil

A. 5,

B. 20,

.C. .20,

0, 0, 5, 10.

5, '0, 5, 20

5,. 5, 10,' 20

24

28

4

10

12

4



As you see, the values of d alloW us to arrange. our examples in what seems

to be the right order of scatter.

Statisticians use a.third measure of scatter called the standard

deviation (s). This tilasure is'formed as f011ows. The squares of the

deviations (or, what is the same, the squares.ofthe distances) are.averaged.

Then the square root of this average is taken to bring us back to a number

comparable to the distances. For our examplTs we have

Distances squared (d
2

d
2

s = ifd 2

A. 25,, 0, 0, 25, 100 30' 5.48

B. 100, 25, o, 255 400 170 13.04

400, 251 25, 100; 400 1

Za

190 13.8

A
.

120 135

7

130

2s

.

110 125 135 150

110

130

2s

A di"
125 A 140 150

130

In each figure we have marked an interval of length 2s centered at

x = 130. -The.size of this interval gives some picture of 'the amount of

"scatter.

Why do statisticians prefer s to .d as a-measure.of scatter? For

one thing,because squares are easier to work with than absolute values. We

also.point out that the standard deviation s emphasizes large distances

more strongly than the average distance d, does. That is, the squares of

the larger values of d have more effect than the squares of the smaller

ones.

25



Wecan illustrate this remark by considering a list of 99 Ols and

ine 100. x = 1. The average distance ,

99

1+ + +_92
100

The square:of the standard deviation

99

2 1 + 1 + + 1 + 9801
s -

100 99

so s m 10. :As you see, s is about five times as large as d, so that the.

liarger number 100 produces:a greater effeet,on s than on d.

1. Given the numbers

Find x, dl and s.

2. Find d and s for

3.

Exercises 25-,8z,"--

o, 5.

(a) -40, -10, o; o, .50. .

(b) -8, -2, 0, 0, 10

Compare your - results with those in Exercise 1.

Given any list of numbers

x2, x2, xn with x = 0,

and standard deviation s, find the standard deviation for.

ax
11

ax
2'

ax
n

where a is any positiye number. Check your result by referring to

Exercise 2.

4. What are d and 's for

. and

4, 1, 0,. 0,

8, 0, 0, -10?

Cdmpare with Exercise 1.

.5. In Exercise 3 we took a to be positive. What are d and s if a

is negative? Test your conclusion from Exercise 4.

3.4



6. Find the) average or mean of

-4, .0, 2, 5, 7.

List the distances .d of these points from the mean. Compary,

and s.

25-9. Computing s
2

The rumbersthat can appear on the upper face of a die are

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, .6.

Their mean m = 3.5 What the standard deviation s? If we

subtract 3.5 from each of our numbers we have the deviations

-2.5, -1.5, -.5, .5, 1.7, N.5..

The distances d ,from the mean are of course all positive.

2.5, 1.5, .55. .5, 1.5, 2.5.
A

To find s, we square the deviations or the distances, average these,squareI'

and take the square root. The values of d
2

are

6.25, 2.25, .255 .25, 2.25, 6.25
. .

. 0 11
-'.whose average is s.

2 17 -4= - 2 2.92. Hence s » /,.T:!T 21 1.70.

If the mean m of a list of- numbers is not an integer, the calculation

.s2 'may involve a considerable amount of arithmetic. As we know,

. 2
= (x

Where m is the mean. It often saves time to calculate.. (x a)
2

where

a is an integer close to the mean. 'What is the connection between

(x - )2 and (x m)? ?

(1)

5

Since .(x - a)2 = x
2

..-2ax + a
0

5-
,

(x = x -'2ax + a
22.

If we replace x -by. m,. we have.
...

(x - a)
2

= x
2
-.2an+ a

2
.

This.result is true for any number a. In particular, if a = m,

equationequation become's- (x m)2 x
2

- m
2 -m2

or

(2) (x.-. m)2 = x2



I

If we subtract (2) f m (1), we obtain

. This means that

)2
2

- m) =
m2

(3)
m)2 a)2 a)2.

it

That, is; if we have calculated (x a)2, we merely subtract (m

,

the result to obtain the desired (x )
2

= s2.

Let us see how this works in practice.

a,2
) from

Example 1. To find s
2

for-

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

We have already found \S
2

2

6 1 1 by averaging the squares of the

deviations from the mean, m = 3 1

(3)

Let us obtain this -iPesult by applying

s
2 T a )2 a)2 with a-7 3

so that s
2

=

Therefore

_,3)2

)2

3)2.

+ (-1)2 + 0
2

+ 12 + 2
2

+ 1
6 -.6 6-c,

1
3)2. = (3 I )2 = (2 )

2
=

2 1 1 11= 3 -4- = 2 .

Example 2. To find s
2

for the following 24 numbers:

16, 18, 19, 19, 20, 20, 22, 22, 22, 23, 24, 25,

25, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 30, 31, 32, 34, 37, 38.

The value of m is 25 11 Let us replace this by a = 25. The
24

differences, x - 25, are the following:

-9, -6, -6, -5, -5, -3, -3, -3, -2, -1, 0,

0, , 1, 2, 3, 5, 5, 6, 7, 9, 12, 13.

lk '-
it is easy to find (x -.25)2', the average of the squares cithese

3
It. is 827 11

!J

- "3' ),

2424

32

numbers.



Since m - 25 = 25
24
12

25 =
12
24 '

we have

(x - 25)2 (m
4 '24

25f
2

,11 1112
'

a
Now ( 11)2 =tiXti 24 x21 7 .x21 4.-

11 4 1
HenCe -s

2

34- 0; 24 347+ 34

From this we can find s z

Exercises 25-9.

1. Find s
2

for 21, 25, 20, 30, 24 directly, that is,. by averaging

the squaYes of the deviations from the mean. . Plot the numbers on the
r

number line and show an interval [m - s, In + s] :of length 2s and

center at ,m- What fraction ofthe points lie within. this interval? .

2. Find s
2

for 6, 8, 11, 12 in two ways:

(a) by averagiq% the squares of the deviations from the mean.

(b) by replacing the mean by the approximation a = 9 and applying 4

equation (3).'

Compare the amount of arithmetic required in (a) and -{b). Plot the

numbers on the number line and show the interval .[m - s, m + s]..

3. In EXercise 2, you found m = and s2 z'5.69. Use these results

to find in and s
2 for 24, 32, 44, 48. If necessary refer back

to Exercises 25-8, Problem 3.

Given 1.28 , 32, ,35,

that you can.

.31. Find m and s using any short cuts

5. Given' 1,' 2; 7, 11. Find m and s directly and by using *

equation (3) with a suitable number a.

6. In Example 2 in the text, show as simply as possible that

Verify in detail the computations for
2

7. Draw a dot frequency diagram from Example 2.14( the text and mark the

interval [m - s, .m + e] , What percent of the points lie within this

5 24

interval?

8. List the ages of each of the members of your Class in yea'rs at the last

birthday. Find the mean m and the standard deviation s. Make a

-dot. frequency diagram and show the interval from m - s to m + s.

33



9. List the'weights in pounds of, the members of your class and find m

and s. Make a dot frequency diagram and show the interval

[111_,- m s]. Comment on the difference between the results here

and in Exercise 8.

10. Find. m and s
2

for 1, 2, 3, 11. 'Locate the points on the

number line and show the interval [m s, m + s]. what fraction of

the points li& in this interval?

+
Hint: Remembdr that for 1, 2, 3, ..0, n, m

n land

1 -
.2 (n +1)pn +l)

. . , and use,equation (2) in this section.

25 -10. What Does the Stadard.Deviation Tell Us?

In the Exercises Section 25-9, you haveilocated..the mean m on

the number line and shown an interval which extends- a standard deviation on

each side of it. In some Cases you were asked to find the fraction or percent

of the.:points that lie inside this 6:nterv.1. Let us study a few more eXamplesc

to see whether we. can draw a general conlusion..

J
Example 1. Consider the list of numbers 71/0,-0, 1 whose mean is

2 1 + 0 + 0 + 1.

M= O. Here ,s =
'4 2

an4 s .7. ofi the number line
- .

we have the following picture

on which we have marked the

interval jm m + s]-1- [-s a] .

-1' a-. '1
One half of the points lie in this -s s

interval. All four poirts lie fn the interval [-2s,2s ] which is

approximaely.

r"
-1

.

1

Example 2. For the numbers 0; 1,

z
2

1,

1.73

, -2,

-.87,

2s

2,. 2, 3 the mean m = 1.5

as you should. verify. A dotand the standard deviation 2



frequency diagramShoT.7s the location of the nutbers on the numbe/9

.

m-2s m-s m m+s m-frs
a

0 1 2 3 .

We ha e marked the intervals Tm s, m + s] and [m 2S, m + 2s]. As

you see,,6 of the points are closer to m than 1 standard deviation 4

and all of them are within 2s of., m. That is', 75 percent are within the

distance s and 100 percent are within the distanalc, 2s of m.

The numbers-that wt have.chosen can be imagined as winnings in a game

in which 3 coins are tossed with. l for a head H and 0 for a tail T.

The possible outcomes are

HIGH. .3__

H.H T 2

H T H 2

=HTT

T H H

T H T 1

T T H 1

T!T T 0

The second.column shows the amoUntAion for each of these outcomes.

The different outcomes are equally likely if the coins and the method of

tossing are honest. Therefore we expect that the average uinning.perthrow

is the mean (1.5) of the numbers

3, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 0.

Also as we have, found, 75 percent of t time expect. to win either 1 or

2 cents.
A

Example 1, We get a diffe ent picture
V

the umbers -2, -2, 0,

2, 2; 2 ..You should:verifythat m = e and s2 =.3
7

3.42 and there-

fore s z.1.85. The figure is a dot frequency diagram vhich shows the

intervals [s,a ] and [ -213,2s ].

-4
a

1. -3 _4 2

1.
-2s

-s J.
2s



b

Only of the points ar,e within s of the mean. All of them are

'within 2s the mean.

Mos collecti.ns of numbers met in practice are-more like Examples 1

and 2 thi like Exathple 3. In what is called a normal distribution, about

68 per of the numbers are within the interval [m s, m + s] and about

94 cent within the interval jm - 2s, m + 2s].

In the next section we shall learh about an Aportant statement which'

is rue for every set of numbers....It concerns the number of points which lie

thin 2s of the mean. In -che following Exercises, we shall see what we can

diS6over fo'r ourselves.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5

6.

Exercises 25-10

For each of the following sets of numbers

(a) find m arid s;

(b) show the numbers:on the number line;

(c) mark the intervals [m s, m + s] and [m - 2s, m,+ ;

(d) find.the percent of points inside each interval.

1, 2, 2, 2, 3

0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 21,
, 3,

-2, -1, 0, 1, 2

°-2, -2, 2, 2,

-3, -0, 0, 0, 0, 3

-1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,

7.' Is itoossible to have no points inside the interval [m - s, m + s]?

Is it possible to have all points inside this. interval? Justify your
4

Answers..

8. What is s if all points are at the same distance .(d). from the

9 Is' it possible that no points are within the interval [m - 2s, to + 2s ]?

Can all points be within this interval?

Suppose that m = 0% and s = 1. Is it possible that no more than

half-othe paints, lie in the interval [-2,2 ]?. If it helps to get

started, begin with 8 -points.

32
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11. How large a fraction of a set of points must lie within

[m- 2s, m + 2s], do you guess?

12. Find'a pencil that'has six sides and mark it with dots as follows:

one dot on the first side, t o dots on the second side, three dots on

the third side,, four dots on the fourth side, etc.

(a) Roll the pencil twenty times. Record the number of dots that

come up on the top side of the pencil for each roll.

(b) Draw a dot -f.requency diagram of the data collected.

(c) Compute the mean and the standard deviation, using the method ,

of this section.

(d) Show the mean and the 2s interval about the mean on,the dot

frequency diagram.

13. Each student should open his textbook, (any textbook), to a randomly

selected page. .Count the 'number of times the letter "e",' occurs'in

the first complete sentence on the page. Continue to open the book

and count until twenty numbers are recorded.

(a) Tally the frequencies for the data collected above.

(1)), Draw a dot frequency diagram of the data c011ected.

(c) Compute the mean and the standard deviation, using the method of

this section.

(d) ShoW the mean and the 2s interval about the mean on the dot

frequency diagram.

14. Repeat the experiment described in. Exercise 13 for the letter. "a".

(a) How frequently did "a" occur exactly four times in a sentence?

.What was. the relative frequency for "e for a count'of four?

Howedoes this compare, with the relative frequency for the letter

"e" for a count of Xour?

1

(b) What would you say is the most likely number df times the letter

"e" would o*cur in a randomly selected English sentence?

33
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) What would you say is the most likely number of

"a" would &ocur in a randomly selected English

times the letter

sentence?

(d). Do you suppose that.the relative frequencies -re different for

the letters " and "a" in a book written in a foreign

language?

25 -11. An Important Result

We found

[m s, M + 6].

half at m + s.

Is it Possible to
..

tiliS Were possible,

m.wouId be at least 2s.

least 432. The average

that it fS possible to have no pOints inside

This comes about if half of the points

the interval

are at m - s and

haVe no' points within [iu-2s,-:M + 2s]7 Suppose

Then for eachbf the n points the distance from

That is, the square of each distance would be at

square of the distance would then be d

4s
2

d
2
> ,

But d
2 =.2 and we are led to the impossible op51usion that

s
2

> 4s
2

,

or

There mist therefore to at least one point within the double interval.

ny of the 'n points can fail to be inside the interval

[m - 2s, m+ 2s] ? Let k be the unknown answer to this question. As in

the argument. just given, each of the- k points would have a value of

d > 2S and therefore a value of d
2
.> 4s.. Thesum of the .squares for the

2
k points therefdre > 4ks-. The sumsof' the squares of all the n distances

can be .no less.' Therefore'the average for all the points

( 1)

Since

2 kli-s
2

2 2 2. k4s2
d = s , s >

38



Therefore

and so

(21

1 > n

k 1

n 4

Tha conclusion is that no more than a quarter of the points can be at

a distance frOM the mean of 2s or more.

k 1Is it.possible for 17 to be exactly equal to ? If you look at.'

problem 6 Of Exercises 25-9you will see thatthe answer is "yes'. In this

problem 2s = 1 and 6 of the .8 points are at 0 (inside the interval

[-A.,
1] ), and 2 points are at the distance 2s = 1 from the mean,_

m

1If we examine the work above with the case
k

= in'miny'We see

that in this case sentence (1) becomes

d2 ;2 s."

Since d
2

= s
2
, it is impossible for d to be > 2s for any point. We

must therefore have. all k points' at the distance 25. MoreoVer the
.

remaining n - k points must be a-6' O. So the -equality in (2) occurs only

, in very rare circumstances. In any event, as we see, at least of the

points must' lie in theinterval [m = 2s, m + 2s].

This' important theorem was discovered and proved by,the Russian

mathematician Chebychev (1821.,1894). (T1:16 v is pronounced like f,) We

shall soon see. how important this theorem is.

Exercises 25-11

1. Test Chebychev2s Theorem in Exercises 25-10, problems 12, .13, and 14.

2. -In the argument given inthe'text, replace 72s by. 3s and conclude

that at most
1

of the 'points lie at a dittance.from the mean of

3s or more.

3. In the argurlient given in t4ZeXt, replace 2s by 4s and conclude
1

that at most ,of the pointslie at a distance from the mean oT
16

4s or more.

4. From Exercise 3, prove that if yoU have 15 .points,. none of them can

be as far as 4c, away from the mean.



5. Generalize the previous three exercises to show that at most the

fraction.
1 of a set of points are at the distance Ps or more

.

6. From Exercise 5 show that given n points with mean m and standard
(

'.

deviation- s, at least

from the mean.

1

2
p

points lie in the interval -(m w ps, m ,1-4ps

25-12. Using Statistics
ss

Specialists on deciphering codes (cryptanalysts) haveworked out tables
, ..... 1

to tell how often various letters of the alphabet occur in written English..

The following table gives the percent for the different lett'erS. ' .

. . .

Letter Percent Letter .Percent 'Atter Percent

E 12.31 T.,- 4:03 E 1.62

T : 9.59 1. 3.65 G i`.61

A . 8.05 C 3.26 V ' .3.,

°

.

O 7.94 U 3.10 -." K .52

N 719 P. 2.29 4Q
?

.
.20

1 7.18 F 2.28
r

X .20

'S:'. 6,59 M :2.25 .). .10.

qi 6.03 W. 2.03

H ,y .5.14 Y 1.88

Hew could such a table possibly be constructed? 'Surely; 'no 16ne has counted

all the letters in all the books in the world written in English'and deter-

'mined .what percent of these letters are E! Even if this Mere possible,
,

what'would.this say about a. page-ofEnglish that yoti might write this .
,.). .

G,9

evening?

Actually, of course, letter counts have been made for many samples of

It is assumed that the results found for these samples are a reliable
,egt"

guide in estimating the occurrence of letters in a new sample of English of

.substantial size. Suppose that you had to decode the following message:.

SZEV F3LF VEVI DLIPVW- LEG Z XLWV YVULIV

40
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It is understood, of course, that the letters;here correspond one -to -one to

letters in the decoded message: We have made things easy for you by separating

the message into Words. If you. count the number of times the various letters

occur among these 30 'letters you will get the following results:

1

C 1 L ° 5

D 1 T 1

2 U. 1

F 2 V 7

G 1 W 2

I 3 Z

Therefore, the best gueSs'is that V = E. With this possibility-in:mind

look at the word

VEVI = E E

The letter E occurs twice in the coded message and I occurs three times

How about EVER Or EVEN as a replacement for VEVI?

Now look at the last word.

NIE '1
YVULIV

The letter L occurs 5 times in the coded message. The most likely

possibilities are T, A, Or 0. Hence we have

T
YVULIV = E A

0
.

)

THE looks impossible and THE
0
unlikely. Y and U occur only once. They

probably represent consonantSr. How about' BEFORE as a' gUess? We observe

also that Z must' be A .pr I since these are the only words with a single.

letter..

.We shall 'leave the rest of the deciphering to you., When'you have

worked out the message 'you will find that the frequency of occurrence, of the

letters (after dedoding) corresponds only roughly to the percents'liqed in

the 4able:.Is this surprising? Whet .is the explanati6n? Clearly the sample

was not large enough.

4-

a.
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Exercises 25-12a

(Class Activity

Each .student should take a different page of a novel

article and count the E's among the .first" 1,000 letters

Keep a record of the count for!eaCh,student.

Exercises 25-12b

1. Using the .resul-tS' for 'all

mumbeAfletters counted andithe':total

percent of E's and compare this.10th

Find the

the student's in the

or magazine

on the page.

class,,what isthe total

number .of Els?), Find the

12.31,' as given in the table.

average number of Els_per hundred letters by averaging the

percents found by each of the :students. Does this result agree with

that in Exercise 1?

3..
Take the set of percents found by the different students as .a set of

numberS. Find the standard. deviation of this set '. numbers. If the

mean found in EXercise 2 is not a verysimple,number you should use

the short-cut. of Section 25-9 to carry out the computation.

ReadNthe following message written in code,:

"VHH LI BRX FDQ ;JXHVV WKLV, PHINDJH

j

25-13. On the Behavior of Samples

In using statistics, it is i rtant

from a sample of a given population. If we

from a population of .40,000, numbers,. what does the

population? In-particular, how coe.is the average

the sample to the average of the 10,000 numbers in

A,

to know'what can -be concluded

chooSe 100 numbers at random

sample tell us about the

ofthe 100 numbers in

the population?

To help us to answer such questions, let us start with a population

that we know all about and investigate sammles of different sizes:which c

be selected from it. To keep the..ari hmetic'simple we ,shall take small

populations.



which

Consider the population that conSists'of the following 6 numbets,

we have shown 'on the number line: 0, 4, '5, 8, 9, 10.

ms,

4 5 6

The mean m = 6

that s =.3.27.

Figure 8

m+s

I II

9 10

"5
and the sqliare of the standard.deviation is s

2
so

The interval [m s, m + s] is shown in Figure 8.'

From this given population-, let us take,

two and average the two numbers in each.sample

the pair .(:E,9)0, we obtain the.

paits which can be's4ected and
A

Figure 9 we show these fifteen averages

all possible samples of size

For example, if. we select

average 2 =.6.5. There are 15 different

therefore there are 15/averages. In

in a dot frequehoy diagtam.
/

2

m2-s2

I
4

m
2
+a

2
12

5

Figure '9

6 8. 9 10

Let us call 'm2 the mean of the averages of the .fifteen samples of size

two. You will find that m = 6: the same as'the population mean m. .

.

a

That is, m2-= m = 6. , We shall *rite the value of s for the 15 sample

---.
means, (52)

2
= s,2 .:_ 5

1

1
sIt turns out ta be so that s2 z.2.25. The5

interval [m2,- s,, m + so] is shown on the figure. The points are somewhat

less scatter:O.than for the population. We see this by inspecting the figure

andalsoby:noting that

`?}et us move

take Ake mean of the numbers in

s2 < s.

on to samples of size of which there are 20, and

eachlsample. For example, the.mean of the

6 1...sample (4,-5, 10) is ,12 = no 7 We .Show all of these means on the dot
3. J

(5.frequency diagram (Figute. 10).

M
:

see

-

., .

i di

111_,+S--

.1)

.0*ma

.7,

0

5 6 :7 8

Figure 10

3
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We shall call the average of these 20
5

m3. You will find that m,

is the same as the population average m and that for these points the
A 2 /

square of the'standard deviation is s
3

= so that s
3

21 1,53. Once again
3

the interval [m3 - s3, m3 + 53] is shown ocl the number line. Notice that

s < s
3 2*

When we find the mean of the numbers in a sample we replace these

numbers by a single number at the center of the sample..-

These center points form a tighter pattern than the set of points for

the original 4pulation.
1

We could go on to find the average and standard deviation of all

"sample means" of size 5. However,'we shall be content to use the range

which is a cruder measurei4of scatter than the standard deviation.

I
For samples of size 4, the least sample mean will come froM 'the four

left -most points0,.4, 5, 8. This mean is y = 4 4 The:greatest

sample mean of size 4 is the mean of ,5, '8, 9, 10, the 4. right -most

points. This mean is 2 8.:- 8 The range of the.sample means is therefore
4

8 - 4 )r- = 3 -3 as shown in Figure 11. The range, of-course, is much easier
4 4

to compute than

o 1 2 3 4 5 5. 7

Figure

It, can be lirOved that s4 is less than one,half,of this range. Then

s4 < 1 .

For samples of size 5, the range of the sample means is only.

1 0 .

36 26 lo

5 3- -5-

so that s
5

1.

These examples suggest two general .conclusions about the mean values

of all samples of a given, size taken from apopulation':

(a) The.average of all the sample means i ual to the population

mean.

40
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(b) The. standard deviation of the set 'of all sample means is less

than'the standard deviation of the population. The greater the

size of the sample, the smaller this standard deviation is.

Exercises 25-13 will bear out_these conclusions. To prove that these

two statementt are always true is really .a matter of careful bookkeeping.

.ilhis.bookkeeping becomes rather complicated, particularly, if the

population is large So that there are many, many samples of a:given size. 1r

Fortunately, statisticians have. invented clever ways of doing the bookkeeping.

A very/Trfflhrkable fact is that,if the PbpIllation (N) is large

compared with the sample size (n), the value of s
n
2

for the sample means

is almost exactly
1 times the value of 's G, for the population.
n

(1)
2. 1 2

5 Z.
n n

To be exact

(2) s
n
2 1 N - n 2
= n( N- a ) s .

For example, if n .= 10 and N = 1000,

2 1 (990\ s2 11 2
-

'10 10 999/ 111 5

1
which is practically equal to. -i-a- s

2
.

In any case we see that s
2 1 s2
n n

Exercises 25-13

1. In the example given in the text, verify the values quoted for
2 2

m2, s , m3 , s
32

ShOw that in the example given in the text therange of the sample

means.ofsize 5 is equal to 2, as stated.

Given the 15 number's 0, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 5, 5,

(a) Show these numbers on the number line.

(b) Find the mean m and mark it on the number line.

(c) What is the range?

(d) What is the range of the means of all samples of size 2? of

size .4? of size 8? of size 12? .-

(e) Show the different range intervals on the number line.

41
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4. In Ekercise 3, replace the given list by the following:

0, 4, 5, 5, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 7, 7, 8, 12 .

5. If we consider all samplesfof size 100 taken from a population pf

.size 10,000, what does equation (2) give for '5100
100

25714.- Estimating the Population Mean

In the previous section we began with a population and considered a

number of samples chosen from it. Each of these samp ntained.the same

number of items n.

(1)

We stated two facts:

. (a) ,pe average of the.sample weans is the sa e as the

population mean m.

(b) the standard deviation (sn) of th- sample means of

size n is smaller th e standard deviation .(s)

of. the population.

Moreoyer.

The repult.(1) is, extremely impo tant in:the study of statistics.

2

Note that does not depend upon th- size of the population from.-which

samples are chosen. It depends only o n, the size of'the sample.

To see howwe can use these results, let us suppose that we toss a

coin 10,000 times and count the number of heads. In an actual experiment

there were 54 heads in the first 100 tosses and 4979 heads in the

10,000 tosses. We show these results in a little table.

A

-Number of Tosses Number of Heads

100 - 54.

10,000 4,979

We may think of A as a sample of size 100 from a population P of

10,000. Let us assign'the number 1 to each head and 0 to each tail in

the population P. We now work out the population mean m and standard

deviation s.

42
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But

-A
With 4979/heads (Tis) and 5021 tails (02s) the mean is

5cel x o + 4979 x 1
m - - .4979.

10,000

5021

m=.4.979

0 .5

Figure 12

2
To compute s- we'TePlace the mean .4979 by the' approximation'

2
1"

Then

1

4979

(x (.5 .4979).

(5021-F14.) +(4979 X t) 10,000 x +I.
1

174.

(x t)2
10,000 10,000

Hence
s2 - z (.ocel.)2

Since (.0021)2 = .00000441 is

Now let $100

100 chosen from the population

negligibly small, s2 is almot exactly .

4114%

be the standard deviation of all sample means of size'

According to (1), .

so that

P.

2 1 .2 - 1
s m
100 .100 400

I
s100 20

In Figure 13 we show the intervals [m
100'

eft

-.2s00, m 51001'

A

s100 m-s10b sm+m-
100

[ L

Figure 13

47



,Where is the sample

46 X 0 4- 54.
.54

100

.

mean of A located in Figure 13? Since this mean

we have the point shown by the arrow at A.

In the experiment reportele now list the number of heads, not

merely for the first set A of 100 tosses but also for thesecond, third,

fourth'and fifth sets of 100 tosses. The results are given in the table..

A

B

C

Number of Heads

54

46

53

55

46

Sample Means

,54

.46

53

55
.46

C

In Figure 14, these five sample means are marked on the number line by

the letters A, B, C,

.4

D , and E ,

B,E

.45 .5

Figure 14

Exercises 25-14a

(Class Exercise)

*44
..55

A bucket contains 5,000 marbles, some black

numbep,'pf bl'acilableSknowil to the teacher.

and some white. The

:Each-student shall:deASample of size 20 and compute the sample

mear14.14A:Iriparbles kre-givenv.tTIN uMb,ex 1. and white marbl6t the number

0 These resultis sbOulce..marka#7,
'

41!Irt.the basis of:::WIpitilP4.-0,1

ToPitiatialo0:M440, The t.a,00-6

metn.Eacti student now

and the standard: deviation

[m s26? m 4- 520]

number line.
tri0

4ach student should guess the

d'.';rtWtrue value of the population

and deviation of 'the population

le means and marks the intervals

+ 2s
20

] on the number line.

104
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The situation that we encounter in practice & very different from

that of the. previous Section. There we knew the mean and the standard devia-

tion of the population. In practice we have a sample chosen from the popula-

tion. We wish to use this sample to obtain information about the entire
0

population. Usually what we want-is the population mean. Of course we have

the sample mean. How close is this sample mean to the required population

mean?

This question can be answered only with a certain probability. This is

where Chebychev's Theorem comes to our aid. You will remember that this

theorem says that at least of a set.of.numbers lies within 2 standard

deviations of the mean. -If we apply this result to the set of sample means
%.

of size n we know that at least- 1 of the sample means are between

m -.2s
n

and m +,2s
n

. Therefore we are 75 percent certain that a given

sample'mean is within this. interval.

More generally, ChebychevIS Theorem says that not more than the.
1

fraction
2

of the numbers lie more than p- standard deviations away from

P

the mean. S4p6ee::that we guess that the population mean for a million coin

tosses is
1

';81.i.ppose, however, that we toss the coin 10,000 times and
4

get 6000 heads. Then this sample mean is .60. What can we conclude?

Is our guess.About the pOpulation incorrect?

If the population mean is
1

the standard deviation of all sample

means fdr samples of 10,000 Is

1 1 1 1.
=10000.----2 x .0

100 2 200
v10,000

x

. .

The intervefl [m - s,, ,,.m + s10,000] is [.495, .505]. Now .60 is
_Lu,kivu

far outside this interval. In fact it is 20 standard deviations away from
.1.

the mean k-, The chance that the mean of a sample of this size taken at
2

1 1
random shall have a 'd.eviatfoh as large as this cannotieceed --2- = Too

20

With an honest coin and honest.tosses there.is only a 7 of 1 percent

chance. that this would happenr' We can almost certainly reject the idea that
1m = 2

Suppose that in a sample of 10,000 tosses we got 5200 heads. The

sample mean .52 would be 4s
l0 000

1
away from the assumed mean . The

,
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71 1
probability that this can occur if m =-1. is only 7 .=, . You would be

,, ...14 .

.

.

in some doubt and might well decide to take -a larger sample.
.4

It should be said that much stronger statements can be made by using.

more poWerful tools than Chebychey's Theorem. With these tools, the probability

of a mean of for a sample of 10,000, when the population mean is .50,

can be shown to be very much less than
1

. Exercises 23-14b

1. Draw a number line and mark the Points corresponding to m,

m - 31002 'm 3100' m 7 25100' m 2°100
as in Figurq13.

%.
Locate the points that correspond to the.means of the next fives

samples F, G, H, I, J of 100 in the coin tossing experiment

.given that the number of heads wereas follows:

II

J

Humber of Heads

r;di.

51.

53

2. When taken together the samples 'A,. B, C, 'D, E, F, G, H, I, J

of 100 each make a sample of size 1000 from th' popUlation P.

(a) What is the'appr6ximJe-value or
51000

according to the

result (1)?

(b) What is th-more accurate-vAue or 3100
given by

1 N n 2
) ?

n N 1-

3. . Using the result of Eercisa 2(b), draw a number line which shows the-
.

intervals

Em 310002 m 31000]. anti

[m m +
. 1000'

What is the meanof. the sample of size

'1000]

1000 which consists of

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, and J?;; ocate this mean on the

number line.



4. If the mean of a large population of coin tosses is actually .50;

how large...a sample is required to be 75 percent certain that a

sample mean is between 49 and .512

5. In a popion of 1,000,000 letters, let us assume that 12 .percent

of the letters are E. Writing. 1 for each E and 0 for any other

letterr what is the mean m' and standard dev,iatTon s of the popula-

tion?' In a sample of 900 letters it As found that only 10 percent

are E2s. Wouldthis result cause you to reject the 12 percent

assumption about the population?

25-15. Summary

We can represent a set of data (numbers) by a dot frequency diagram

in which the frequency of occurrence of each number is shown by- the number of

dots above the corresponding point on the number line.' The.tOtal number of

points to the left of and including any marked position x on the number-

line is called the cuMulative frequency at. x. A diagram can be drawn to

show the cumulative frequency. at x as an ordinate.

If a:line is drawn at a height which includes the lowest P Percent

of the total frequency, the largest number x that is included is called

the Pth percentile.. The lol;Ter quartile is the 25th percentile, th-

median is the. 50th percentile and the upper quartile is the 75th percentile.

We can also describe a set of data briefly by two measures: (1)a

measure of-central tendency; (2) A measure of scatter.

Measuring Central Tendency

7,70'Allost important measure of central tendency As the average or

mean. .The average of n numbers x
11

x
2'

"op x
n

is

x
1
+x2 +... +

n

The computation 'of the.meznui!an often be simplified by using the

following three properties:

(1) x-c=x-c ;.

(2) ax = a x;

(3) x + y + y
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Two special cases are important:

(a). If the numbers are equally spaced when arranged in

+ 2
order, then x ,

f
, .the average of the first and last

numbers.
2. 22'+ n2

,

(b) i -
2 1 + 2 + ... + n (n + ly2n + .1)

.

n
_k

.. 4

Other Measures of central tendency than the mean are the mode, the

number that occurs most frequently (if there is one); and the median already

mentioned. Y

Measuring Scatter

The Most important

If m is the mean,

measure of scatter is the standard deviation s.

s
2

= (x - m)
2

.

The calculation of s
2 is often simplified by, replacing m by an

integer a, computing (x and using the faCt that

m)2 a)2

It may be proved (Section 11) that at$least 3. of the numbers lie

within the interval [m 2s, m + 2s] and more gene 11y that at least

1
(1 -

2
n of the n numbers lie in the interval [m ps, m + ps].

p
This is Called.dhebychevt8 Theorem.

Other less satisfactory measures of scatter are (1) the range, the

difference between the largest. end smallest numbers, and (2) the average

distance, d = lx.- ml.

The Use 'of Statistical Measures

In using statistics, we often wish to.use a sample chosen'from a

population to. draw conclusions about the population itself. In particular,

we can use the sample mean to -test the accuracy of--7.a guess about the popula-

tion mean gym. We use the fact that if s .is the standard deviation of

all samples, of size n drawn from a much larger population with standard

deviation then

s
2

s
n n
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We carry out this calculation for coin-tossing experiments and the occurrence
.

of a.given.letter in English.

If we compare the difference between the sample mean and the assum0l
.

population mean (m) with s and,if.we apply Chebychevts Theorem, we can

judge whether m is 'a. reasonable value to assume for the population mean.



Chapter 26

SYSTEMS OF SENTENCES IN, TWO VARIABLES

26-1. A Decision Problem

SUPpose that you have just become president. of W.large corporation

.called "deneral Engines.", Your divlsion manufactures one. make,of car and

one make of 'truck.

How many card and trucks should be

.scheduled for next, year's production

. to make as large a profit as possible?

Obviously, in order to make a decision, you need to have some detailed:.

Information., The following details might be available to a president'of a
-

corporation.

(1) The profit on each car sold is $,300, and the profit on each

truck sold is WO.

(2) It takes 1 tons of steel to build a caand 3 tons of

steel to build a .truck.

(3) The maximum nuflber of -cars and trucks that can be tUrne'd out in a

year is 500,000.

(4) The amount of steel available to your division next year will be

'960,000 tons. There will 'be 15,000 tohsof steel left over .

from the current year, Making 975,000 tons of steel on hand for

next year.

Exercises 26-1

1. . Suppose that you produced only cars. Keeping in mind the information

given above:

.(a) If you had unlimited..plant capacity, how many cars' could -you

(

tbitild using the available steel?..,..:

;Can ,you actually produce as many cars as indicated.in ;part (a)?

Why or why. not?



(c) How much profit would you make if you produced 500,000 cars?

(d) If you produce 500,000 carp, do you use all of the available

steel? If nOt,, how much steel is left over?

2. Suppose that you produce only trucks.. Keeping in mind the information

given above:
,

) If you had unlimited.p1;ant capacity, how many trucks could'you

maize using the available steel?
.6-

How much profit would you make if you produced the number bf
-

/trucks, indicated in part (a)t t-

(c) Do you use'the full capacity of the plant when you produce the

number of trucks-found in part (a)? '',Do you!use all of the

available steel?

3-
SuppoSe that we know that 90,000

,produced and sold this year.

(a) Haw much

(b) -How much steel is needed for the above produCtion plan?

fit was made on cars? On -the trucks?,

trucks and 410,000 cars were

(c) How many tons of steel-will be surplus, at thaend'of next Y.ear,

if you use the productOt plan indic ted above?
a

4. Copy and complete the follOwing table s wing the" information yOu have

-collected in previous exercis- rning possible production plans

for next year.

'Number of
cars'

produced
.

'Number of-

- trucks

Tiroduced..

Unused
.steel

Gin tons)

Unused,

plant
capacity

Total ,..

.Profit

500,000 0

.

t.150,000,000

325,000

,

,

410,000 .
, 0

(d) What happens to the t'Otal.profit.when you-decreasethe

cars produced from 500,000.11to- 410,000. and .increase

of trucks produced from 0 t.90,000?
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^

V0

°

0

,1

(..: (e),;WI-It. happens..-to the amount Of unused steel if.0tha number of ,cars
"

. produced ids decreased from, 5b0,000 :tiii, 410,-000 and if the'
,7

r, , v , 4-
..inumbef of.trucks.fsinc#eased',Trop zero. to. goip97.?

VI- Ifyou kintinue to decreaap the number oaf' carsproduced from
4 ,

410,006. to C;(, and increase tOF number of trUtits produced from

90fb00 to 325,,000, pt. happens 410 the total profit? What
0

happens:tovthe amount of.unvedsteel? 41'4F
A.A&

5. Recommend a production plaMvso that the profit is maximum and -Me
ik,. et,

amount of steel left over ismrinimum. .Support your
v

plan with informa-
,4

'trion About. the expected profit; the .amount off, unused steel; anal the

40.,L plant use. v A
," 01

( 0 L

.-

0

a.

The Mathematical Model

One possible production plan Would be a schedule calling for '400,000
r. t

cars and 100,000 trucks. A, little arithmetic shows that for this plan

the number of tons of steel required is 900,000,

and the total rofit is14160,600.,000.

,Tha, increase in Profit, overtlais yearls.prOfit",-,woUldbe

The amount of,steel left over would be only 75,000 tons. 'This appears.to be

a good plan, but is it the best pOsgbie lAan? We will develop a matheMatical

model of this production problem-to help us answer this' question.

great advantage of, a mathematiCal model is that you cando "experi-
,

men With it using just.paper and pencil,,or a computer. .YOu can say, "What

Wouldhappen if such.and such were done?'`. Then you can carry out the ma he-
',

:matics and find out what the model preddcts.Vou ddrItt have to build something

in a laboratory and test it, or wait*til,it happens in'the Teal worip.,Araw
/

no.laboratory experimpnt is possible, then a mathematical model is often the

':pnly.wayjone can get needed information. For example, no laboratory experiment,4.

is possible if you scant to determine the route.to,be traveled to Mars by the
4

fii3;pt-manned

. .

If Sur model-is complete enough; then it will provide. a'good approxima-
-

tiOn to the real life.situAion; and T,Mccan rely on.the answers ,pit gives'u.s.

Of course the best test we have is to compare the redictidns riade using the,
. ,

0model with the real.situation and see how well they g.ree.EventUally this
t :34

< 'it
4 'I' 4

0, 53



must 'always be done. If the agreement is-poor we may have -to "add more features

to the model. You can see that many, different models can be made for the same

real life situation, just as an artist can depict a scene in many different

ways:

.
Now let us continue the analysis of our produttion problem and trans-

late the statements into mathematical sentences.

Exercises 26-2a

(Class Discussion)

1. If x represents a number of cars produced, interpret the outputcdf,

the function

f x 70.300x.

2. If y represents a number of trucks produced, interpret.the output

of.the function

g y -)400y.

3 Interpret tht output of the function h : y) 300x +

4. If P represents the total profit, then represent the output of the

function h by an equation.; (We will call this equation the profit:

equation.)

5. On a Single pair of coordinate

axes, draw the graphs or the

profit equation if
T 100,000

R.

(a) P = 150,000,000.

(b) P = 130,000,000. ,F "0.000

(c) P = 180,000,000.

(Note': Use units of 25,000

on your graph.') .

6 The graphs of'-the lines in Exercise 5 are

50;000'100,000 150,000

CARS

since the slopes

are.the same.

7. As P the line moves away from the origin, and,

(increases, decreases),
ti

,., as P ? the 13m'move6 in toward the origin.,

(increases, decreases)
a 4/

,

8. From graphyoUr graph estimate two dirferentpain.3 'Jr values of
...

ma x and y

4
which will yield the same profit; of .t130,000,000,.
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.- 9. In this production problem do the values of the variables have any

meaning when x < 0 or y < 0?

Now we need to incorporate the fact that the amount of steel used

cannot exceed 975,000 tons. If x represents a number of cars produced)

then the output of the function

s x -41.5x

. can be described as the number of tons of steel needed to produce x cars.

. If y represents a number of trucks produced, then the output of the

function

P Y 3Y

can be described as.the number-of tons of steel needed to produce y trucks.

The output of the function -t : (x) y) -4 1.5x + 3y can be interpreted

as.the total number of tons of steel needgd to produce x. cars and

'We can now write the 'steel usage inequality:

1.5x + 3y < 975,000.

trucks.

Sipce we're interestedpnly in-non-negative values of x and y, we. .include

the restrictions x > 0,. y > 0. 'Why?'2
7.

The, plant capacity is also restricted. Therefore we eed to write a

sentence describing this restriction.

x ± y < 500)000

is called the plant capacity inequality:

Now a:mathematical statement of the problem is as follows:

Ale want the number pair (x, y) satisfying the conditions

x > 0, y > 0,

and 1.5x + 3y < 975,000; (Steel usage inequality)

and x + y < 500,000 'ant capaCity inequality)

for which the profit P;

P = 300x + 1-1.01)

.is'-re maximum..

Exercises 26-2b

Draw a graph of the region represented by

1.5x + 3y <.975,000 and x > 0 and y > 0.
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2. On the same coordinate axes draw the graph of the region represented

by

x + y < 500,000 and x > 0 and y > 0.

3. The points with integral coordinates in the intersection of the solu-

tion sets of k..5x + 3y < 975,000; x > 0; y > O. and

X + y < 500,000; x > 0; y > 0 represents the set of all permissible

production plans.

(a) Is there a production plan, represented by a point in this region,

which will yield's' profit of P = 60,000,000? Draw a graph to.

support your answer. .(Hint: (300)(?) = 60,000,000, and

(400)(?) = 60,000;000.)

(b) Is therad-production plan which will yield a profit of

.166,20M00? Draw a graph to support your answer. Is there

more than one plan,whichwill yield a profitof $160,000,060?

(c) -Is there a production plan which will yield a profit of

180,000,000? Draw a graph to support your answer.

4.. The graph of the mathematical model suggests that the "profit line"

should be moved "as far out as possible from the origin," since

moving it out corresponds to.increasing profit. However,-the "profit

line" must still intersect the sblution'set.of the other given

conditions in at least one point.

(a) Find the coordinates of the point where the "profit line" inter-

sects the solution set and where-the profit line is as "far out"

as possible from the'origin.

(b) Using the coordinates found in (a), calculate the profit for this

production plan. Is this the maximum profit for the given

conditions?

/ The method of 'solution corresponds to moving the piofit line as

"far out".as possible until it intersects only the boundary of the region

that Os described by the.conditionb of the problem and does not contain any

'interior poihts of the region. The 000rdinates of a.point of intersection

giv6 the solution -- that is, the values'of x and y. It can happen in

a problem of this kind that instead of a single point the profit line will

coincide with a.segment of the boundary of the solution set. In this case,
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more than one solution to the problem exists. However, if the solution set

is a convex region bounded by straight edges, a maximum can always be found

at one of the:vertices.

-This means that in seeking a production plan we need only to check the

profit at each vertex of the graph of the solution set. Since the number of

vertices is finite, this is a rapid Method of finding the best plan. In the.

study:of these problems (called linear programming Ooblems by mathematicians),

there is a method of solution called the "simplex method" in which only the

vertices are used.

Exercises 26-2c

(Class Discussion)

The following drawings illustrate the mathematical model, in geometri-.

cal terms, corresponding to several different kinds of decision problems.

The closed.figure represents the. set of possible solutions. The-dashed'line

correspondS to one position of the profit line (or whatever. quantity we wish,.

to Maximize). Move the profit.line in the direction shown by the arrow.

Tell in each case what intersection of the sp1utiOn set. with the profit line

maximizes the profit.

1.
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3. 11.

5.

26-3. Some Related Problems

;
You have just studied a particUlat ]j.nea.:1,pl'ogra 11-J!PX.6.1414.q6rfnexiiIng!.

a decision about producing gars and trtleRs% PeoPl& g'-:vea-"piliall.tbil,Siqe?,--k;.;
.

and industry are often asked to mace imidar.decisios. .

have to do with .money;, a minimum cast

section we would like, you to read'about.. sate. difrerent s tuation >a bse!:iioathe,

mat ical models are very similar 'CO; the one de:rived sections
'

-,of this, Chapter. There are nodolut4111.UiTed*p-this'.,aection;::ii:4-6;yb.0

could solve simple versions OtrtioSt (3;f:. flies pro.bleirs tedhniqUes

illustrated in sectors 26 -1 area 2672; We Will dqve.142'sbme:'7mprcteOniques
. . .

u
^ -
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for solving these probleMs in later sections of the chapter.

-a. The Diet Problem

A diet for losing or controlling Weight is to be planned using a

number of different foods. Each food contains certain amounts of

different nutrients per ounce (such as pratein, vitamin C, calcium,

iron, etc.): Each food contains'a certain number of calories per

ounce. .The diet requires certain minimum amounts of each nutrient
4

per day. The problem is to find the amount of each food included

in the diet which will give at least the minimum amount of

nutrition, and will make the total number of calories' as small

.as.po$sible.

b: Transportation Problems

A'company maintains a warehouse in each"of a number of cities.

Each warehouse:holds a certain number of units bf a given

commodity (such as refrigerators). Orders come in from dealers

in surrounding pltces. We are given the number of units required

by each dealer, the distancasfrom the dealers to theWarehouses
.

and the, cost of shipping from edchWarehoUse7to each dealer. The

problem is to decide how to.fill the orders: how many units to

-ship to each dealer from each warehouse in order that the cost of

shipping to meet all the orders be a minimum (as small as possible).

A' variation of this problem (in wording alone) occurs in militaryo_
-

pperatiOris-planning,,, A nation maintains a number of naval bases.

Each.batd is the home of a ce"rt3inknumber ofai-rcraft carriers,
.

_ destroyers, etc. Atacertain tithait is' hecesSary to assemble

a task force at'each of several lbcations for maneuvers. The

number of ships of each type, to renAzvous at these spots is
.

assigned. The distance from each base to each rendezvous loca-

tion is given. The problem is to decide on'the orders for the

_what destination should be assigned to the ships from

4ach-basa .in' order to have the total travel tilly for all ;the
,

ips a minimum. Notice that in this example and the warehouse,

'ciblem,..minimizing time is.thesame as minimizing distance.-

inca fuel consumption (for trucks or ships) is proportional to

Stance traveled, this is also the same as minimizing cost.
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An interesting variation is the following: if. the task forces

must be assembled asifast as possible (say if there is an inter-

national emergency), then the prlem is no longer the same. We.

would not be interested in adding the travel times of all the

ships, but in the longest time taken by any ship to reach its

destination. This leads to a different type of mathematical

problem.

c. Blending Problems

An oil company refines Crude oil to produce a certain number of

barrels daily of several different cheMical parts of the oil.

These parts can be blended to make different Woatketable-products'

such as grades of automotive gasolines and aviation gasolines.

These products sell for different prices. We are given the number

of barrels of each chemical Part produced daily, the blending rules
4

.
and the sale, prices of the final products. The problem is how much

of eachiproduc't to produae daily to yield the maximum income.

A variation of this problem involves mixtures. As an; example,,

suppose that two mixtures of nuts are to be offered forsale: a

regular mix and.a party mix, The proportions of the different

kinds of nuts Used for each'mix are.prescribed. Also given area

the costs per pound of each kind of nut; :the total supply.of each

kind of nut. available andAthe selling price per pound of the two

mixeS. 'The problem is to decide. how Many'pounds of each mix to

produce out of the given supply so as.to.maXimize the Profit:

d. 'Network Problems

,These problems involving a network of telephone lines inter

connecting cities, of roads and highway systeMs,':of connections

in an electronic circuit and so fOrth. As 'an example,' suppose

that special communications Cables (say for TV) have' to be laid

to join a number of distant cities. it is not necessary to lay

a cable directly between each.pair of cities so long as,',some route

.can' be found between them. For example, a. cable need not, join.

Chicago and Los Angelea.directly. if there.is one from Chicago to .

San Francisco and one from San Francisco to Los Angeles since

these can be joined at a switching station in San FrancisCo.

Given the distance between each pair of cities, the problem is

to determine which cities to join by cable in order that any city
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in the network,can.communicate with any other city and so that

the total amount of cable to be laid is a minimum. This is .

called the shortest connecting network.- The:same problem fre-

quently arises in the telephone business. If there are n points

in the network to be connected, there are .11
n-2

possible net-

works. This number inereases'liery rapidly as n increases, and

it becomes impossible simply to measure all possible networks.

As a linear programming problem the solution is easily found.

.10

Figure 1

15 Pointa,,to be Joined by a Network

Figure 2

Shortest Connections Network

Figure 1' shows theAocation of a number of pointS to be joined by

the shortest connecting network, and Figure 2 shows the solution.

A related problem concerns the maximum flow in a-network. Supr,

pose that.the various _cities in a network are joined by telephone.



"trunk lines," and that each trunk line can handle a certain,

number of.calls. If a trunk is fully used, alternate routes can

be fOund to place a call, using trunks to other intermediate,

cities. Given the location of all of the trunks and the maximum

number of callS that each ean handle, the problem is to,Tind,the

maximum number of calls which can be made at onetime from one

pai-ticular city to another, say from New York to Los Angeles.

e. The Assignment. Problem'

Suppose that therearearea number of jobs tobefilled and a certain

number of people available to carry out these assignments. Each

person could be assigned to any one of. the jobt,'but he is better,

at some jobs than at others. SuppoSe that we are given a rating

,for,each person for each of the jobs (say 10 if he is very good -

at it; down to 1 if.he is very poor). The problem is to assign-.

the people to the jobs zo as to maximize the sum of all the ratings

of the people in the jobs to which theyare assigned..

f. 'The Trite Problem 4 ats.

Paper mills.produce paper-in large rolls in certhin standard

widths only.° Qustomer ordes are received specifying intermediate

widths desired and,:.the number of roll of. each width. These

widths are obtained by .cutting or trimming the.pxisting rblls.

Figure 3 shows the locationofeUts which might occur,along a roll..

A single roll might be cut in many Ways to fill different orders.

The prOblem is, given the widths of the standard rolls and givenAn

the customers'' orders, hoW ShOuld the rollsbe'cut zo that the

amount of paper wasted (unused ends of rolls) is a minimum?



26L4. Solution Sett of Systems'sfEqtations
. .

As you recall, the Solution set of a mathematical sentence is the set

real numbers which will make the sentence a true statement.

The production problem discussed in the first three sections had

several mathematical sentences which represented restrictive conditions in

the4given'situation. We now wish to, consider a simpler system of linear .
. .

equations like

2x +3Y 9 = 0 and 5x - 2y + 25 = 0,

and develop some methods for finding the solution set of this system. Such .

system of eqUatisns can serve as. a mathematical model for many different

Vsituations .1,ere. the variables have two different conditions placed on them
, .

sfmultaneously, Our immediate problem is to find' an ordered pair of numbers,

(x, y); that will satisfy both clauses of the cOmpoUnd sentence, if such an

ordered pair-exists.. In set-builder notation we are trying to find

Y) 2x +3Y 9 = 0) n ((x,. y) : 5x - 2y + 25 = 0 }.

We will use the symbolism'

2x + gy:79 = 0

5x' - -2y + 25 = 0

as another way to write the compound sentence'

2x + 3y - 9 = 0 and 5x - 2y-+ 25 .--- O.

We will write 'only the equation.psrtion or the set-buildei statements, and

carry the set implicationsmentally.

The solution set of each of the individual clauses of this compound

sentence can,be represented. graphically as the set of all. points on a line.

The point of ',intersection of the. twolines, it they do.intersect, represents

the solution set of.the system of equations. The'coordinates of the point

of-intersection are the values of x .and y. which satisfy ,both equatiOns..

As you remember, it is'convenient to write the equation of a line

in y-form when graphing.. Our-system, then is equiVal'ent to .
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It is apparent that the. solution set of'this system is

EkeidiSes

(C1 ss Discussion)

Simplify each of the s'ritences in.he,syStems--inEiercise 1: You. will

be given the coordinates of.one'ToirNon each Ine. ..PuteacheqUatiOn in

s...opettntercept form and then draw the graph .o'.eachsenbence on a single set

of coordinate axes. The answers, to EjtexiciSes 2.thrpugh5 Will be based on

the eight lines drawn in Exercise

ExaMble: + 3y 7 9) +-(2)(5x + 25)2= 0

(2)(2x + 3y 9) + (1)(5x + 25Y =,:0

is equivalent to

112x. - y +.41

9x 4- + = 0 ,



which is equivalent to

ft.
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,0.
Coordinate of

.:Line one. point

N
.0.. .

umber on line.
- -

2) n.

(-10, ,-3'

(1)(2r + 3y - + (-1)(5x - 2y + 25) = 0

(1)(2x + 3y - 9) + (-2)(5 - 2y + 25)

(bc) (2)(2x 4-z3y - 9)
(3)(2x + 3y 9)

+ (1)(5x - 2(7 + 25)

+ (1)(5x ;- 2y +

(c) (-2)(2x + 3y - 9) + (1)(5r - 2y 4- 25)

(-3)(2x 3y - 9) + (2)(5x - 2y + 25)

(d) (2)(2x + 33,' - 9) + (3)(5x - 2y + 25)

(-5)(2x f 3y - 9) + (2)(5x.- 2y1,11- 25)

:2= 0

.= 0 .06

='0.

= 0

#'4

tt 5

4 7.
08

,f(s,

4

,(1,

(4,, -6)
. 4.

-11-)

(1, 10)

(-3, 0)

(.0, 5)..

What observation. can you make about the ':coor.inates of the plints.

intersection of the lines in Exercises 1(a) through..il(,d)? 4'

3. H w would you describe the lines in Exercise 1(d)?

Do you think that. it is possible to Choose factors so that the

are like the ones in Exercise 1(d)? Why or why not?
ft%

5. Did all of the systems of' ecWations have the same solution set

2x 4-'43y - 9 0
system

. 5x - 2y + 25 =, 0
Why or why not'?

lineS

as the

It should be clear to you, at least geometrically, that no 'matter what

factors, K and: M, ;1,./e use,: if 'K M. 9; then the line

a

+ 3y- 9) + (m)(5x - 25) 0

Will contain the pOint.. of intersectiOnOf the two li.ne.s.in the original

2x + 3y --

systeM
.

5x - 2y + 25 =

(This., of course, assum6s. that a point or .

intersection exists.) The expression K(2x.+ 3y - 9) + M(5x -.2y + 25) ,;is

called a linear combination' of the two polynomials 2x + 3y 9 ancbs,

5x = 2y + 25.

Furthermore, if we choose

sentences 'that represent either a

K and M

vertical

carefully; we can formiliv

or a horizontal line K Fproudh the

6 9



point of inteection of the.original system o? eqiiations.
lines inters' ct ws4, can find a system like'

Thatlis,, if the

which is equivalent tbOhe originalt system of equations. Pral such a system ,

is possible to "read out"ttte 'solution of the original equiva.lmt,system.
Nsi.Hence, wemeed select only values of IC and M whic;1 result-'0-1 a zero

ceefficient for y and choose*.values of K and M, which wi],0 tesult in
a zero-cbefficient for x.

- Exelrcises 26-4b

(Oral) Air

1.$
r.

.,State
'one

pair of values for IC a,nd which taji.1.1%.eliminate the term
taming y and one pair oaf vhiues which will elMintite the een' cOntelinirlg

!If ' v..in, the following isentencw.
et lir,

(K)(x 3y t 4) t (M)(* ,t 7y - 11)' =.0
. 401./..

%.,

(K)(5x + y.- 5) + (M)(x - 3y -,1°6 1..i4 0
4. z.;.t.

A'
3 .;(K)(3x1+ y + 113W (M)(2x 7Y -'rD4.) ='0 .

(K)(x + 3y - 5.- +4(M)(2x 3y 2) = 0
r , 1

,19-,

,
)

4,
5. vK)kx .-zey + -7 4(M) )(2x + Y -3- =

6. h (K)(3x + 2y -. +1) (M)(2
,

.: 18) =
'.'

.41

We are now in a ,os'ition to solve Ar original system pagebraarally;

2x + y , : 0,,

5x 2§ + 25 --'O'".
c.,- , ,,.. ,i

{(2.)(2x + -.3y ..- 9) + (.3)(5x - 2y, 4 25) = 6
.( 5 )( 2x :,,.f,-. 3y - 9) + ts.-2)(5x --. 2y 4- 25) ,-=. 0

1

19x + 0 + 57 = 0
0 + 19y 95 = 0

t 67



The solution set-is
01,

(0c,. y) 3)-r)((x, y). : Y.= 5)

.= (( -3, a ) ) fl ((b, 5»
(( -3, 5» `,t

".g>" means "is equivalent to".):
(Remember that the'symbol.

Exercises ,26 -1

. ,
Find the.solution sets of the following systems of equations by-the

method just rdeVe oped.
In.Eercises 1 and 2 draw the, graphs of .each pair

of equations.

1. /3x - 14 = 0

1 2x + 3y. + 8 =0

iv. 3. .f 3 5

3SF. =

2, ' 15x +:2y =.. 4 ;

= 12

.15x y = 32

- 6 1xH2y - 19 . 0

j 3x 2y = 2

12x - 7y =

7. Y 7 30=

- y + 7 = 0

1 X + 3r =.2

1y - -3- x = 1

8. y = 7x + 5
1.4x = - 3

9. 4 = 9
= 7

.

26-5. Wallel and:Coincident Lines; Solution Substitution

1' ...In the previous sections we cotsIdered only. situations -in which 64:

system pfpquations haq a solution
Ft.cons4tipg of a single number pair.

We interpret this situation by saying- thet :11e"iWo lines that are graphs of
a.

the -separate equations of each sntein have intersected in a sangle-point.

68



Exercises 26-5a

.(Class Discussion)

lr :Consider the system 2x y - 5 =
w,

0 2x + y + 2 =

69

(d) Can you find K so that (K)(3x + y - is the same as

combination method and, simplifying we get:

. kl(1)(2x + y 5) +.(-1)(2x + y + 2) = 0
4=> ;

0x + 0y- 7'= 0

(1)(2x + y - + (-1)(2x y,
(

2) = 0 0x + 0y - 7 = 0

Are there any ordered' pairs of real numbers (x, y). that'will

make the equations in this last system true ,statements?

(e) Thesolutipn set of this system is the set.

Does this correspond to your graphical analysis in part (b)?1

2. Consider, the system y:- 2= 0

9x +3y - 6 = 0

(a) Write an equivalent 'system of equations with each equation in

the form y= mx + b.

(b) Draw the graphs of the two equations in part (a) on the sa

coordinate axes.

'.(c) Do the two lines.intersect? Inthow many points do the lines

intersect?

9x + 3y 6?

(e) Iyyouian find K in part (d), this means that every Solution,

(a, b), of 3x + y 2 = 0 is also a solution of

9x + 3y - 6 =.0. .Does this result correspond with your

(d) Can you find K so that (K)(3x + y - is the same as

(e) Iyyouian find K in part (d), this means that every Solution,

(a, b), of 3x + y 2 = 0 is also a solution of

9x + 3y - 6 =.0. .Does this result correspond with your

graphical jinterpretation of the situation in part (S)?

9x + 3y 6?

69

graphical jinterpretation of the situation in part (S)?

4



We have,, now seenthat for the solution Set of a system of equations

ax-.+ by 7 c = o there,are three possibilities:

dx + ey 7 f = 0

(1) The solution set contains exactly one ordered pair of real numbers;

(2) The solution set is 0;

(3) The'solution set is an infinite set of ordered pairs of real

-1F numbers.

Graphically these possibilities can be interpreted as:

(1) Two lines that intersect inexactly one point;

(2) Two lines that are parallel; they 'do not intersect;

(3) A single line which is the graph of both equations.

The y-form of thelinear equation, y = mx + b, is very helpful.-W

. ,

us in recognizing which 4p three possibilities exist.

.
7

.

(1) . If the slopes are not equal, then the two lines intersect in

exactly one point.

'(2) If the Slopes are equal, and the y-intercepts are different,

then the lines are parallel; and the solution set is 0.
a

If the slopes are equal, and the y - intercepts rare equal, then

the twoequations represent the same straight line; and the

solution set is an infinite set of ordered pairs of real numbers.

If the two lines intersect in exactly one point, we4notice in

particular that at this point the value of y is the same for both
6
sentences.

Thrives us another "Method" for solving a'syst,pm of linear equations.

12x +y-Y= 0

'x y + 2 = 0

( 3)

Example 1: Solve

PUt each equation in y-form.

-± 7

x

Since the slopes are different, the lines intersect

.in exactly one point.

Hence; for the' point 'r.:)f intersection:4

-2x ± + 2

<,====, 5

-->

70

= x .
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The solution set of this equation is ).

If x is at the 'point of intersection, then Using...
3

the second equation in y-:form. we-fThd

y = + 2. (We could also use-the,.first..
3

equation.)

Hence the solution set. of the system is .(1/4

. 3, 1 .3.

Example 2.:; Solve the syStet
x y = 7

2x - 3y-= 4

d

.3

It's easier to pUt the first equation in y-.form;

than.the second equation. That is,

Y + 7.

For "y" in the second equation we substitute'

7".,

2x,- (3)(-x + 7) = 4

> 2x + 3x - 21 =

==> 5x 21 - "4

5x = 25.

x 5

The solution set of this equation is (5).

Since -Y =

we know that

7 at the point of intersedtion,:Oid

x is .5, welcan write:

The solutiOne:oithe
-

systei is ( ( 5; 2)).

The method just described ih t1 above examples is:seal:1;0d the'..::

substitution method. .

Exercises 26-5d.

For each of.:the; following systems/

of the' solution set by putting the equatio

set consists of exactly one ordered pair 4o0'li-ea4: he

tion method to solve' the system. ;,;t4.,

3. -

'4707 C'

444%,



-; 4y + 2 .= 0
- 8y + 4 = .0

a

- 3y + .4 =o
+ 7y* -11 =

- y 13 =

+ = 0

+ Y 56

- y= is

c.

n the exerCISet fill in the mis4irig coefficients
he .graphs of the two ,0:ciiaat,i;ons are the same tine!)

. Irv:the,,followirlg...jcei.i,a6f'1,,I,14:-:± the Ani:yei.-ig,,coeUi.eien-s.. so

the, graphs of the two eqUa.-Cions are,'...na.#11 1 l'irigp4i;,1,i:. ,_......

(....';',:;:::.,
''*'2 - i

114. I% x +.3i+ 5 .-i'd '-- Y .+.('
2'),; +. (. )y +. ( 1

3
,Sr,

,



P

What relatton or relations must exist among the ratios -61 13 andd'e/
so that the graphs of, the equations in the following system are

parallel 'lines?

( ax + 'by +c = 0,

1 dx + ey f = 0

c

26-6.1 Graphical Solution of Systems of nequaliies

As you remember, a line separates a plane into three non-intersecting,

sets of points; (1).-the set Of points on the line, (2) the set of points in

the half plane on one side of the line, and (3) the set of points in, the

11alf 'plane on the opposite side of the line. *

The simplest way to find the graph of a sentence like-.

3x - 2y + 6 < O.

is to graph the equation

3x 2y + 6 =

In y-form an equivalent equation.is

Y =
2. ,

.

The graph of this equation I's' theaine with. Slope and y-intercept 3.



TO find the half plane which isthe:solution.set of 3x - 2y + 6 < 0

'we can use the equivalent Sentence y > 3 x + x = we' see that

y

2

> 2
(0) + 3 or y > 3. These are the points on, the part .of the y -axis

'above the line' 3x-F '23/.4 6,= 0. Therefore the points- in the half plane

above. the line 3x + 2y + 6 = 0, are in the solution set of the original

Sentence.

We can also determine 'which haltplane is the graph of the ineqUaIity

4s,

3x - : 6 < 0

by checking the coordinate's Of a single point in one of the half planes.-.

Usually the easiest one to use is the -origin,with coordinates (0, 0).

If the sentence, 3x 2y.-1- 6 < 0, becomes a true statement when x and

are both replaced by 0, then the origin is a point in:the graph of the
.

solution set of the sentence. Furthermore,.every point in the same half

plane as the origin is on.the graph of the solution set of the sentence.

If the resulting statement is false, then the half plane on the opposite

side of-the'line is the graph of the solution set of the sentence: If the

line passeS through the origin, it is helpful:to choose a point .on one of

the coordinate axes so that.one of the coordinates's zero.

Note The line is not so1'd

because the loointson'

the'line'arT not in

eluded in the graph of

the solution set. If

the sentence had been

3x 2y.+,6 <

then we would haVe-

included the.:points.

on the line:

- 2y + 6 < 0

F.gure, 5

The shaded region represents-the .solution set, namely

((x, y) 3x 2y + 6 <.0).
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To find the solution set Of a. system of ineplalities like

1 x 3 > Of

2x y +.1+ > 0

we find the graphs . of the functions' .I x 2y 3 and

g > 2x + y + 4, graph the solution set, of each of the 'theqUalities

in the system, and find tlieir intersection';_that is

( x, y) x. -41It*- 3 > 0) (),t(x, .y) 2x + .>

Note': T doubly shaded region,

a ong with the

line, represents the

solution' set, 'of the
,; ,

system of ineqUalities:.

region is anbounriedn that, is,

to the right.

If the system had beoh written

it extends indefinitely

x - 2y 3 > OR 2x y + 4 > 0,

then:the graph of the solution set would be. represented by all of the regions

shaded in Figure. 6, and the lihe, x = .6. In..set-builder' notation

the solutibn set is

((x) y) : x- 2y 3 > 0) U C( 51) x + y + > 0).

75
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Graphs of solution sets of systems like

3x - 2y + 6 > 0

x' + 2y - 10 <0 .

.x > 0

y > 0. ,,

can be found in a similar manner.

Figdre 7

The solution set, is represented by the 'region in,the interior o

quadrilateral ODBA,:- and:the segments OD and OA not including. the end

"points A- and D. Notice that the 'shaded-region is bounded; that is, it

is enclosed and a definite number will represent its area In set-builder

notation the s.olution ,set

((x,y): 3x - 2Y + > 0)(7)(-kiY).: x +2y - 10 < 6)(7)1(x,Y): x > 0)(1((x.a);: y > 0

In this kind o±. situation it is often sitpler to shade the region -

that is not id the solution set of each of the sentences as in the following

figure.



Figure 8

The solution Set: how is repreSented by the unshaded interior Of the

quadrilateral ODW, and the line segments QA and OD not including the

end: points A and D.

Exercises 26-6

On,separate coordinate axes graph the solution Sets of the f011owing

systems of inequalities. State Whether the solution set is bounded or

unbounded.

2. y < x 3.:
1 x > 2

2x '-}- 3y -...< 1 4. x - y .- .2' < 0

x - y -E, 5 >. 0x - y >

7.. x + y

y. < 3x + 4
y

t



- 5Ax - 3y + 6) < 0 (Remember ab < 04(a <0 and' b< 0).

or 0 and b*> 0)

26-7. Applications

As indiqate6 in the beginning. Sections, systems of. sentences "in.two

:-variables Can-serve'as mathematical models for many different practicL:

s'ituations'..... The. purloose of thipseCtion isto give you'some practiCe.in

.(1) cOnstruoting s terns of sentences in 'twd variables.that aregood Mathe-.

matigal models; _(2)-11 ding the sOlution sets'qf the_systems, and (3) inter-

preting the ma4ematical. esults in the language af'the'original situations.-

You should choote the method of 'finding:the solution set Which seems easiest

to use. We will first consider some 11-Cb).ems whose model is a system of-"-

linear.equations.r.

Exercises 26-7a

(Class DiScussien)

"Going-with the tide a boat traveled 15 miles in '30 minutes,.

'Returning h;lfwayagainst the tide, required.. 45 minutes. Find

'1, the speed of the:boat .in still water acid find the speed of the

tide.'!! 7

4.4t x represent a heed qf'a boat in.sti.11'water in miles per

4 minuteand y..represent a speed of a-tide.in miles per minute.

TIllph-the output .of the fun.v4on

. .f (x,

±'S described. as

a

The "or piat of the functibn

'"" g (x, Y)

is ,egcribed as

.1. +
.01



P
The ouipitt of the funCtion.

Or, y

isccleScribek as

output of the: functiOn-

k (x, 7 y)(45)

Is described -as

'What ,do.. 7.5 a'nd 15 repre6ent in the above ,problem?

The system, of equatilOns .rep,FeSer'iting this 's,ikuat.ion,i's

The solution set (( ,?,, )):

The speed .of the boat atild water' it ?

of-'the tide is nip34. '(.Note that the speed in, miles pelx
mpni, and the speed

Y',mint_ttet

.'

Analyze each of the fOnlowing problem situations and write 'a. 4ystem
?bf equations'whichwill Serve as"' a mathematical. arllel.° Find the solution se

. e
or the system and answer the questions ,a.sked. in each. problem.

.

s A ba.nk,telleii.h9 -,154 'bills. of, one7ballar. and denomina7.
He thinkO, his total. $14-65. Has.,he.1'crOunted"his money

.

correctly? 'Just answer.

2 Find an equation of thelire tih,ieh contains the intection of the '

lines, '5X -7y 7 3 = 0 .and 3x. - 6Y. ,5 0, and whilich pasbes through
the ` origin. (Hint What is their value of Q- so 'that Ax + By + C = 0

- .

is:a line through the Origin?)

To chlorinate' the water supply, in Shady Hills,-Horatio Algae mast
prepare, each kla.y exactly.: 20 gallons ',of a Ps9,3:4-xtion thIst is 35 percent

:chlori To do this-, he mixes arr Bo percent, solution of chlorine
with wag3W, that is 1 perdent chlbrine. HOw _many gallons of the 80
brercenttolution`should, he, use?

As a boY; Horatib Algae sold ISapei:.s on a stilet corner,. He received .

1. cent. for each paper.eol.d.bn a week day, an 2 cants ''for, each parer.
sold, onSunday.' t,iring oni. week he

79

sold 1700 spapers, includingw .



J ".

Sunday saleS. ,He,rectived, 22 dollars for the week. pw

diehe sell on Sunday?

5. .Students in the mathematics
club:WShady Hills School held a benefit

Fiesta to raise money for theiy Springiacationt.rip to Acapulco..

They sold enchilada dinners for' 75 . cent.sand tado-dinners for 50

cents. The total number of dinners they.prePared was 6000.. The

14000 to,take the trip,to Acapulco. How many dinners

should they prepare?

many papers-

club needed

of e cb.ki

Obse e shown that the Fahrenheit temperature is 39 more

ei Of.chirps made by the common black cricket in 15

d. the'temperature when ,the number of chirps
-
per

1

s is exacilyrtwo7fifths of the Fahrenheit tepNerature?

Two.grades'Of gasoline are mixed,.e one selling for 35 cents a

isallon, and the other selling for 28 cents a 'gallon:. How many

1i::..gallons of each grade In1.14st be blended to obtain 500° gallOns of the

mixture to sell for 30 cents a gallon?

A man-made two investments, the first at 4 percent, ani the second

at 6 percent. H received

If the total investment was

rate?

a yearly.income fromthem 'of. :4400.

81606, how much did he invest at each
.

.

An artist was called upon to design a mobile to decorate the entry to

a farge.buiiding.
a

One of the'parts consisted ofltWo large, abitractly

shaped pieces of,cast iron. .0ne piece weighed. 50 pounds and the

other 135 pounds. The pieces were to b` suspended from the ends of

a 4teel:rod 20 ft. long. At what point should the attachment t6s
T

the steel.rOd be made o that the.mobile will balance and hang
zt.g

properly? (That 4's, ere is the balance point?) .

10. Foreign agents. in a Mercedes SL 300, .traveling 120 miles per hour,

,.;.rPased a group of hidden FBI agents on ,a

. , . .

';..radioed an alert,to.otheragents and.set

charged Cobra. They had traveled only a

highway': The FPI iiitediatetY

out in PuTauitOZI their super-

short distanchen the

Mercedes'hurtled,past thdm:gfIng.sfnAhe
opposite redtion.traveling

at tIleir -top apeed of 126 'mPh.: The. Merdedeafwas finallstopPed

bY:a road block, but, the secret doCuffientsthey riad'stolenwere.not

The.F$Ii agents said thWthe Mercedes passed them theliecond

10 ,Jiiilep,beyond the
point where they were originally

found.

'time JUst



' "hidden, and 17 minutes after they had passed them the first time.

Assuming that-the foreign agents took two' al_nutes to make a st,bp,

turn aroundide the documents,.and,reach top-speed again, hOw far

from. the oWtinal observation point shOuld the search start to

recover tie stol,en documents?

Trl

Now let's

at the beginning.

We will consider

consider-some prbblems.like the "decision ,problem'" diScussed-

of'Itechapter. Most of the-pi-oblems!In(11 be stated simply.

only.1J1-ohlems involving two variables so that we can illus"
,. .

-.trat otw.r9sults graphically However, the basic methods could be extended,

.0,

to'SOlve more comaoalAted.prob ems.

'4/e 44,?...

PATir-,-;

. Exercises- 26-7c

ltss Discussion

Transportation Problem:

wa/AehOl es in California containing transistor radios: Oneware-

houseis, in Sap Francisco and:the other is in Los Angeles,
,

SupPose:that you want.to transport by air 4'500 .radios to stores

7
SuPposethat, a comtany'maintains two

in Chicago and 180 to New .Orleans.. Each.stbre wants at least

twice as many "S.uPer Static" radiosas "Wayeing- Sound" radios,

"Super Static" radios are stored only'in Los Ange/es and "Wavering

SoUnd4: radios are stored only in San Francisco. :It the following

is a table of shippi costs per radio, 'what..shouldoUe shipping

order by to minimzei41e.cost of ranspOrtattv:

from)

to) .

Chicago New Orleans ,

S.F. $1.00

L.A. $2.00

"2.00

$3.00

-,Jf .x represents:.a number of radios shipped fr"&rvAS Angeles to
..

Chicago, then the output of the function -.

t : x 300 x

can-be described as

repr4sents a number 'of radios shipped fi-om

New Orleans, then the of,itput of the function_

84

os Angeles to
.



can be described as .

g: y 180 - y

2. Fill in the following shipping table showing the results of Exercise 1.

(from)

(to)

Chicago,: New Orleans

S.F.

L.A. y

3. Using the given table of Shipping coses describe the outputs of the

fallowing functions:

(a) h : x -)(2):x

(b) i :.x (1) (.300

(c) j y (3) y

(d) k : y -) (2) '(180 -

C = 2x + (300 - x) + 3y + 2(186 -

cost. Simplify this equation:

4.e 4

represents the total shi in

,

Each store wants pt least twice as-many "Super Static" ilaaiipa'as.
0 .

"Wavering Sound" radios: This means that x > 2(300 - x) and

y:> 2(180 - y). Simplify these sentences.
1

6. Since:We know that a negative number of:radios cannot Ue

we want the number pair (x, y). satisfyibg'the conditions:

x > 200 ,

y > 120 -.-

300 - x > 0-

.180 - y >

for which the°CCiliH

C = x +

is a

0(minimum 'maximum).

_

The shadedrian is a graph he solution .set of the inequalities

listed :in Exercise 5. :Copy-
4

rapharid draw the lipes representing

.*.
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a

8.. What are the coordinates of the point wM..re the cost will be a minimum?_.4

Minimizing the cost, how many radios should be shipped from Sand

Francisco? How many should'be shipped from dos AngAl,es?

(to)

Chicago NeW Orleans:

0
S.F. 2 ?

0 (from).
L.A. 200 . 7

.4

Diet Problem: "Jack Spratt 'could eat no fat, his wife could eat

no lean.", Jack must eat at feast 12 pounds of leah meat per.

week and his wife needsho more than 6 pounds of fat per *Week.:

The beef they buy is' 10-. percent fat and the pork they buy is

40 percent fat. If the cost of beef is $1.00 a pound and the

cost of pork is $1:00 a pound,. how, much of,each should theY!buy

mci4"
per week to satisfy their diet problems and minimize the cost,

if they have to buy at least 10 pbunds of beef and at least. 5

pounds of pork, per week?

10. If x represents a number of pounds,of beef purchasedSer week,
'4 d

then *de&cribe'the output of the functi'.bns:

4 .i'.

". 44h.)

f :, x -) .90x...

-0
and g : k -v.10X.:f::

. .

11. If y i!gioresents ahumber of
pouridsoflpOrk purchased per we

then.describe the output of the functions: ''..!:"4"7..

2.

h : y .60y

and. k : y -4 .40y.

12: °Describe
the outputs of the following functions:

Y) .90x,+ 160y

q : (x, y) +:.40y.

13. C = x + ? represents the cost of x you

Of pork per week.

.1.- 1,.i';
14Y ,

14. A mathematical model of the situation is

x > 10 and

'Y > 5

.90x +..60y > ? and,.
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:2.

lOx .4 .46y

for which. the.cotht. C, -C -.=;x '.is a

15: The shaded' region is

listed in txerc.fse

t1;ie "Coshequation'

(minimum or maximum)

a .graph tbe .solution set of the inequalities

4. ,;Cbp7 'and dra.W.the lines .representing

for C .7 2'0 and C 7.15 :where C is

in.'dbllarS, ;
. -

?-1

40 .

-35

Y.
-

.20

r.

r

15

10

5

1 0.. ' 20 25

c V

16: .W.hati>are

17. HoW many

'How ;any

18. 114*70-.P.Y.

:How many

0:

the inatet of the point :Where the cbst Will be "a minimum?

pounds: a

pounds

.1.beet...a.re,bought per week?

f.e. bought '..tier week?

pounds of lean meat, does Jack ge;t?

pounds of fat' does 4w..rife get?

N
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Td

Blending. Prbblet: 'A arias:toi*,.; dif*ent" compounds,

8:nd-.-i`Y", which' .contain7t,:fo1.1. ities. of Vitamig'

Nyitamin A

AritaM,in B 1.(..).;.1,1n.a." s per (:)."e
,,

.
cents

cir4ggstkwarits et iii*.b111t j.1X'

units. per oz.'

units per oz.

,'costs 10' cents per oz. Th
f..

"Y" to contain at least ,_2-0 -

ta:lits of inc-,Vre,,..ttaa. 0 Units of Vitamin B. In

oicier to sa..isfy.,..6 (np ny'i'egUlziorbfis
the"amount-of, CoMpound Y used

;;;.::Iinast be at 14at..-ftlfri alihount of Coripound How many'

~.ounces of _2'.cl-i.'l)of.!,i4;lae-....ruSe 41Trilke the mixture as cheaply, as possible?

rat ''o AX40,'.deeSzrAe4iiucb,vtv,,cleZi_ixe mousetraps. One model was called

.",,te'.Oud3ACYtfrie" a/LW* oilWr.:model was called The Catapult ;11 Since

-r12pt:3)opulax mousetrap, Horatio produce's at
: .

-4*'s ° least foi.24,"Iie GuilJaji,4110;41f-qr every "Catapult" mousetrap pi'oduced.

Ef hfs-'404..;4,...d thp .rawintrtp.., were built using two automated machines.

r44:,butlavijec:n mousetrag..j..'s.bme work must be done oneaclx. machine. The

machine for each mdusetrap is given
. ',.-, a.:airittrin,q_e1-1.7qiii.e4p'n each

"131,1 the-ii.b,llowirig
.",t. ,

4;
"Le. Guillot.ine

Maghine I

"The. Catapult"

3

yl,rline II 5

w,
«

Because of. oPier-impoTtant production
requirements neither machine can

d moutraps For more than.. 150 minutes Der. day.: Horatio snakes a
0

profit ..){",, on "Le Guillotinem and a profit of ;8 on "The

,spat.a.pu°11." 'How many of each"lind of mousetrap shOuld' Horatio build

d.ay get the maximum profit? ([4e assume that he can sell all

'thlit he can build')
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There Aretwo student workers in the school cafeteria, Oliver and

Shadow. .0liver earns $2,..0k an hour and Shadow earns $1:50 an

hour. Oliver can make. 10 pies and Cakes in dh hour and Shadow

can make 6. pies and 4 calcea: per hour'.

Pies Cakes,

Oliver

Shadow

10

6

4

No more than sixty pies and at least thirty-two cakes are needed..

How many hours should each student work if it is desired to. keep the

labor' cost at a minimum?

° 4. A store, tockS two brands of transistor -radios, "'Super Static" and

"Wavering Sound". The store owner ha6 room for, no more than sixty

transistor radios A the store. He also knows that at least twice

as many "S4ei. Static" tadioS are sold as "Wavering Sound ".' He makes

$10 profit on "Super-Static" radios and $12 profit on "Wavering

Sound" radios. Hyw many of each kind should he stock to make the

maximum profit?.

5. A dairy farmer produceatwo grades of milk, Extra-Rich and Eo-Fat.

For every gallon of Extra-Rich he produces from one to three gallons

of Lo2Fat. He cannot pi.oddce more than ten gallons of ExZra-Rich

milk in one day. He aellS the Extra-Rich milk to a.commer6ial dairy

5 miles away a-E" a profit of 20 cents a gallon. He tells the

Lo -Fad milk to another daisy 3- miles away at a profit of 10 .cents

a gallon. He has only enough time and truck space to transport

60 gallon-miles 1# day. (This means that in one day 60 gallons

can be moved one mKe,or 30 gallons Moved 2 miles, or 10

gallons moved -6 miles, etc.) Hoy many gallons of each kind of

milk Should the Tamer produce in ord.er to maximize the profit?
4

o



26.8. Summary

Section 26-2.

-A Mathematidal model of certain kinds of decision problems can

M be construct4d,and useful information can be derived from that model.

The solutiOnsuch a problem is found on the boundarSr of the region

describedeconditionsatated.in the mathematical-model.

maximize (or.minimite) a quantity by moving a ,14ne away (or'toWard)

the origin so that-it remains parallel t4.its original position.

Section-26-3.

A wide variety of problems ircmedicirre; business, government,

;.and industry can be described and solved using linear programming.

."

Methods,

Section 26-4,

If a system of equations

Ax + By + C. = 0

Dx + +F = 0

has a solution, then the coordinates of that pOint will also be a

solution of ;

K(Ax + By + C) + M(Dx + Ey + F) = Oi K'M / 0.

We can derive an equivalent.sy0tem of equations ing this fact so

that one .equation represents a vertical line thro h the point of

intersectionand the other equation represents a horizontal line

.

through the point of intersection.

I x = a

1 y = b

'
We-achieve this result by choosing and that'inone linear

'combination the. °y - terms elim ted, and,fin the other linear

.cbtbination K and M are 'chOs ,S;5 that the x-terms' .are

eliminated.
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The graphof a system of two linear equations;

'(a) can intersect in one point,

(b) can te'two.parallel lines,

or (c) can be the same line..

Under these circumstances we say that the solutiOn set of the system,

4011(a) Contains exactly one ordered' pair of real numbers;

is the empty sett-

or (c): is 'an infinite set of ordered pairs of real, numbers.

We can use the slope-intercept form of, the line4r equation;

y =..mx +1; to recognize which situation exists. If the slopes

are not equal the lines intersect. in one:point,. If the slopes.are

equalbutthe y-intercepts 'are clifferent; then the lines are

parallelIf the Slopes are equal and the y-intercepts are equal,

...then the lines are coincident.

If.two lines intersect; then we note that the ordinate,Of the

point of intersection ,is the same for both eqUations. We use this

fact to d6/elop another method of-finding the solution of a system

of linear equations., We ball this method substitution and simply

. replaCe "y" in one equation by the expression in x found by

putting the other. equation into y-form.

,In a'system of linear equations ax + by + c

{tdx +ey +f 0

theti the lines are coincident;
a' b

-if ; 7

if
a b

e # f'f

a b
b r e

.
then the lineS:::4Te

;._then the lines intersect in a point.

Section 26-6.

The solution sets of systems of inequalities can be found by

grai:414.ng the related .linearequationa; and then determining .which

,region is described.by:'each inequality. Usually the region can be

determined, by using the coordinates of the Ori,gin,or some point on

the vertical axis.tO decide which half'pane is in the solution'tet.

If,the coordinates of the point make the inequality..a true statement,



then all 'of the coordinates of pointshat side of the are

in the solution set.: If they do not -make it a true statement, then

.tlecoordihates4of-paintg on the opposite side pf .the e are-in the

solution set. The inequality can also be put into y-form. and the

-.region that 'is in the sblution set can be determined by seeing which

part of the- y-axes has points whose .co6rda-hates,satisfy the in-

'equality. °.

Serction 26-7.

Systems..of linear equations and systems of inequalities, can

serve as-mathematical models of a large number of different stuations._

14,e .use systems of .sentences to derive important mathematical results,,

as well as to derive important resultS in various appliCations of

mathematics.

O
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